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ABSTRACT

China's policy toward the Korean peninsula has shifted
from a

one-Korea policy to a de facto two-Korea policy.

Beijing's constant policy is recognition of Pyongyang as the
sole legitimate regime on the peninsula.

What Beijing has

chunged is to acknowledge the existence of the Seoul regime
and to inaugurate Sino-South Korean unofficial ties.

The main thrust of this research is to examine China's
relations with South Korea and North Korea during the period'
between 1984 and 1989 and to identify the national interests
which made Beij ing leaders shift their Korea policy.

The

hypothesis of this study is: China's economic priority is the
determining

factor

and

changes

in

the

international

environment in East Asia are a contributing factor which made
China incrementally shift policy toward the Korean peninsula.

The decision to adopt the policy of "revitalizing the
economy

internally

externally"
Communist

in

the

Party

revolutionary

and

implementing the

Third

Central

changes

in

Plenum of
Committee
Chinese

open door policy

the
in

Eleventh
1978

foreign

Chinese

resulted

policy.

in

These

changes resulted from new foreign policy orientations, namely,
pragmatism, the growing magnitude of economic elements, open
door policy, and entente diplomacy.

These new orientations

9

were able to be applied to the Korean case when changes in the
Northeast Asian international milieu provided chances in the
early 1980s.

These changes were the growing positive sino-

soviet relations, the emergence of South Korea as an economic
power, the improvement of Soviet-North Korean relations, and
the failure of North Korean diplomacy.

Through empirical studies of Chinese foreign behavior and
official media, the hypothesis is proven valid.

In the early

1980s, China evidently changed its Korean policy priority from
strategic interests to political interests with a desire for
a peaceful international environment.

The growing unofficial

Beijing-Seoul contacts show that China desires to pursue its
economic interests in South Korea but under the premise of not
jeopardizing its relations with North Korea.

This line will

not change until North Korea is willing to accept crossrecognition.

10
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Between 1949 and 1978, China's policy towards the two
Koreas was unbalanced and discriminating. During this period,
most

of

the

time,

except the

four

years

1966-1969,

the

People's Republic of China (PRC) maintained intimate relations
with the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
simply ignored the Republic of Korea.

(DPRK)

and

This kind of one-Korea

policy started to lose its rigidity in the late 1970s and
became

obsolete

development

since

of

1984

unofficial

in

terms

of

Sino-South

the
Korean

incremental
contacts.

However, Beijing's policy is constant in the recognition of
Pyongyang as the sole legitimate regime on the peninsula and
in the continuing support of North Korea's official stance.
What Beijing has
existence

of

the

changed
Seoul

is to acknowledge the de
regime

and

the

facto

commencement

of

unofficial Sino-South Korean contacts through international
conferences,

international sports competition and indirect

trade.

This study attempts to first examine China's relations
with the two Koreas in the period of 1984-1989 and then to
explore the factors which brought about the shift of China's
Korea

policy

from

one dimension to

two dimensions,

from

11
dealing with North Korea only to dealing with both Koreas.
The hypothesis of this research is that China's economic

is

priority

the

determining

factor

and

internatl'.1.£"lal environment in East Asia are a

changes

in

contributing

factor made China incrementally shift policy toward the Korean
peninsula.

In the early 1980s,
peninsula shifted.

China's policy toward the Korean

Nineteen-eighty-four began a new phase of

international relations in East Asia.

Since that year, China

has expanded its non-governmental relations with South Korea
in a steady and incremental way.

Simultaneously, to maintain

a peaceful international environment on the Korean peninsula,
China also became acti vely involved in Korean affairs,
conjunction with the united states and Japan.

in

The Beijing

authorities have encouraged North Korea to propose tripartite
talks with Washington and Seoul and to resume a North-South
dialogue

which

broke

off

in

the

mid

1970s.

This

new

development signals that China's Korea policy has undergone a
clear change.

On the other hand,

in 1984, because of the

common strategic concerns about the resurgence of Japanese
militarism and the growing Washington-Seoul-Tokyo military
cooperation, Soviet-North Korea relations greatly improved.
One sign of this was that North Korean President Kim II Sung
paid his first
addition,

official visit to Moscow in 23

Beijing-Moscow

relations

also

showed

years.

In

positive

12

improvement.
restored.

Contacts other than political relations were

The signing of Sino-Soviet cooperation agreements

for trade,

economy, science, and technology in 1984 was a

manifestation of detente.

Such important developments have

formed the international context for China's relations with
the two Koreas.

The 1988 Seoul Olympic Games and the conclusion of South
Korea's peaceful power transfer from Chun

000

Hwan to Roh Tae-

woo through presidential election provides a logical end to
this

study,

permitting

pyongyang-Beijing-Seoul

us

to

identify

triangular

c~anges

relationship

in

the

over

the

previous six years, determine the causes, and possibly predict
the future.

Chapter II explores the shift of Beijing's Korea policy
in the early 1980s as the result of domestic developments in
China.

Chapter III examines how changes in the Northeast

Asian international environment contributed to the shift in
China's Korea policy.

Chupt.er IV discusses in detail the

China's relations with the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea.

In the first part, the controversial topic whether the

Sino-Soviet competition for influence in North Korea was a
zero-sum game is tested by two criteria:
and

qualitative

study

based

on

the

(1) a quantitative

frequency

of

visits

exchanged between high-ranking officials of PRC-DPRK and of

13

USSR-DPRK and

(2)

a

comparasion of Beijing-Pyongyang and

Moscow-Pyongyang annual trade volwne.

The second part is a

content anaysis of Chinese policy toward North Korea in terms
of the major statements made by Chinese leaders.

Chapter V

deals with China's contacts with the Republic of Korea (ROK).
Chapter VI is the conclusion of this study.
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CHAPTER II
ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION AND NEW FOREIGN POLICY ORIENTATIONS:
THE IMPLICATION FOR CHINA'S KOREA POLICY

Determining Factors in Chinese Foreign Policy

Foreign policy change can result from either domestic
factors or international factors or both.
stress external or systemic factors.

Some analysts

Michael Yahuda asserts

that the mainsprings of Chinese foreign policy are determined
by Beijing's perceptions of the global roles of the two
superpowers and the type of threats which they have posed to
the PRC. I

Robert Sutter also favors the power of external

factors. 2

On the other hand, some scholars place emphasis on

internal factors.

Allen S. Whiting points out that dramatic

changes of China's postures and policies toward the Soviet
union and the united States in the four decades since its
establishment

have

been

priorities. 3

Samuel S.

motivated

by

Kim proposes a

changing

domestic

behavior-centered

I
Michael
B.
Yahuda,
Towards
the
End
of
Isolationism:China's Foreign Policy After Mao, London:the
MacMillan Press, 1983, p. 235.

2
Robert sutter, "China: Coping with the Evolving
strategic Environment," in Young Whan Kihl and Lawrence E.
Grinter (eds.) Asian-Pacific Security:Emerging Challenges and
Responses, Boulder, Colorado:Lynne Rienner Publishers, Inc.,
1986, p. 106.
3 Allen S.
Whiting, China Eyes Japan,
California Press, Berkeley, 1989, p. 181

University of

15
approach focusing on the foreign polioy actions of political
elites in various contexts and issue areas toward different
actors. 4

Others like Jonathan D. Pollack tend to take both

domestic and external factors into account. S

The author

believes that both external factors and internal factors are
naturally taken into consideration when leaders make foreign
policy.
factors

However I

the importance of external and internal

vary according to different times

and different

situations.

As for China, after its establishment, the PRC announced
it would "lean to one side" and it allied with the soviet
union mainly because of international systemic constraints
posed by America and its al1ies. 6

In the late 1950s, the

4
Samuel S. Kim, "Chinese Foreign Policy Behavior,"
Samuel S. Kim (ed) China and the World: Chinese Foreign Policy
in the Post-Mao Era, Boulder, co. Westview Press, 1984, pp. 5-

6.
S Jonathan D. Pollack, "U.S.-Korea Relations: the China
Factor," Journal of Northeast Asian Studies, fall 1985, Vol.
IV, No.3, p. 15.
6 Hu Qiaomu points out that "New China came from a severe
struggle which brought about the collapse of Western
countries-supported Kuomingtang rule. The Korean War in the
1950s further aggravated tense relations.
China was
diplomatically, economically, and militarily contained by the
West over a long period. It was impossible for China to get
any aid from capitalist countries. Moreover, even trade and
exchanges were in difficulties •••• At the time, only socialist
countries and the countries who fought for independence in
post-World War II_sympathized with China and only the Soviet
union was able to help China ..•• " in Hu Qiaomu, "Zhongguo zai
wushi niandai zhenyang xuanze 1e shehui zhuyi (Why China Chose
Socialism in the 1950s)," Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition),
october 5, 1989.

16
Sino-Soviet split was a result of internal factors, namely,
personality clashes and ideological differences between Mao
Zedong and Nikita S.
Chinese leaders,

Khrushchev.

Up to the

late 1960s,

under tremendous Soviet military threats,

decided to open up relations with the united states.

And then

at the end of 1970s, Beijing took a pragmatic approach and
opened its door to all the nations in the world.

The author believes that a change of top leadership in
conjunction with domestic demands for reform in the late 1970s
resulted

in

the

reshuffling

of

emphasize economic construction.

domestic

priorities

to

This leadership and internal

policy change was the determining factor in the subsequent
shift in Chinese foreign policy.

To support this argument, I

will first identify several celebrated new orientations which
departed from Chinese foreign policy behavior in the post-Mao
era,

and

then

the

implication

of

new

foreign

policy

orientations on China's Korea policy.

New Foreign Policy orientations in the Post-Mao Era

After the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Chinese Communist
Party

Central

orientations,

Committee

(CCPCP)

namely pragmatism,

economic factors,

in

1978,

four

new

the growing importance of

open door policy and entente diplomacy,

emerged in official statements and the actual behavior of

17
Chinese foreign policy.

Pragmatism

Before 1978, the influence of ideology in domestic and
foreign affairs was immense.
the

Three

Worlds

theory,

revolution, and people's war.

Externally, china orchestrated
anti-imperialist

proletarian

Even after the Sino-American

detente, the Chinese did not change their heavily ideological
rhetoric.

In the 1973 New Year's Message, Remin Ribao stated:

The revolutionary struggles of the people of various
countries are developing in depth. The small and mediumsized countries are uniting on a broader scale in
opposition to the hegemonism and power politics of the
two superpowers. . •. No matter how Soviet revisionism and
u.s. imperialism scheme and plot, they cannot hold back
the dynamic trend of history--that countries want
independence, nations want liberation and people want
revolution.
In this new year, we shall continue to
implement Chairman Mao's revolutionary line in foreign
affairs, further strengthen our solidarity with the other
socialist countries, resolut:aly support the revolutionary
struggles of the people of various countries, and strive
for peaceful coexistence with countries of different
social systems on the basis of the Five Principles.?
Another Remin Ribao article had similar rhetoric:
Aggression and oppression by the hegemonists are unjust.
So long as the opposed nations and countries subjected to
aggression dare to take up arms, unite as one, and
persevere in fighting, they can certainly defend foreign
aggression and be masters of their own country.8
? "New Year Message: 1973 New Year's Day Editorial by
'Remin Ribao,' 'Hongqi,' and'Jiefangjun Bao," Peking Review,
No.1, January 5,-1973, p. 11.
8 'Renmin Ribao' Editorial "Welcome the Signing of the
Agreement on Vietnam," Peking Review, No.5, February 2, 1973,

p. 6.
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When the DPRK Foreign Minister Ho Dam visited Beijing in
1973, the Sino-North Korean communique declared:
Both sides point out that at present the international
situation is developing in a direction ever more
favorable to the revolutionary struggles of all peoples.
The just struggles of the Asian, African, and Latin
American people in defence of national independence and
state sovereignty are developing in depth. Where there
is oppression, there is resistance. 9

However, the emergence of Deng Xiaoping in late 1978
signaled the prevalence of pragmatic Marxism.

His famous

dictum to guide policymaking and policy implementation stated
"Practice is the sole test of truth." IO
interests

have

prevailed

over

Since then, national

ideology

and

flexibility is shown in conducting foreign policy.

increasing
The first

and second world countries have become the major concerns of
the Beijing authorities.

The Third World countries, once

first priority in Mao's era, have been relegated to secondary
concern, although paying lip service to countries in the Third
World has never stopped.

Neither the United states nor the

soviet union is routinely called imperialist and revisionist,
al though the superpowers

~.=e

still described as "hegemonist."

Chinese now deal with international issues on a pragmatic,

9

Peking

Revi~w,

No.8, February 23, 1973, p. 9.

W David W. Chang, Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaopin8 in the
Chinese Leadership Succession crisis, New York: University
Press of America, 1984, p. 188.

,
19
case-by-case basis. l1

As Premier Zhao ziyang stated in 1986,

Beijing decides its position on international questions "on
the merits of each case" rather than on "closeness with or
estrallgement from other countries on the basis of their social
systems and ideologies. ,,12

The Growing Importance of Economies in Chinese Foreign Policy

with the deemphasis of ideology, the weight of economic
interests in China's foreign policy has greatly increased and
become the most significant new orientation departing from
traditional policy.

As a consequence, separating politics

from economics is adopted as a principle for Beijing to trade
with those countries who have no diplomatic relations with
China.

During the Maoist period, Chinese leaders believed that
dependence

on

foreign

trade

and

foreign

. detrimental to economy and independence. 13
economy was

in the main self-reliant.

technology
Hence,

was

China's

Foreign technology

11 Harry Harding, China's Second Revolution: Reform After
Mao, Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1987, pp.
243-4.

12 Zhao Ziyang, "Report on the Seventh Five-Year Plan,"
Beijing Review, April 21, 1986, pp. 17-18 •

Dwight H. Perkins, "The Prospects for China's Economic
Reforms," in Doak A. Barnett and Ralph N. Clough (eds.)
Modernizing China:Post Mao Reform and Development, Boulder,
Co.: Westview Press, 1986, p. 42.
. 13

20
transfer was limited. 14

Foreign investment, loans, and debts

virtually did not exist.1S

Foreign trade was also restricted

and very limited in amount.
trade

was

only

interaction

0.9

with

China's share of global foreign

percent
the

in

the

late

economy

world

1970s .16
was

This

obviously

underdeveloped in terms of China's size and population.

Thus, when Deng reemerged in 1978, he started to direct
the PRC in the opposite direction.
attaches

utmost

importance

to

In his opinion, "Marxism

developing

the

productive

forces •••• The problem facing us now is how China, which is
still backward,

is to develop the productive forces

improve the people's living standards. 1117

Therefore,

and
his

14
According to the Promotion Center for China's
Technology Market Management, in the 195 Os, China's technology
import was mainly from the soviet Union and East European
countries. The total amount was $2.7 billion (450 items); in
the 1960s, it dropped to $300 million (84 items) and the major
sources were Japan and western countries; in the 1970s, it
increased to $8.4 billion (336 items) and western countries
were the main sources.
Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition),
November 24, 1990.
IS Robert F. Dernberger, "The Chinese Economy in the New
Era: continuity and Change, in Bruce L. Reynolds and Ilpyong
J. Kim (eds) Chinese Economic policy: Economic Reform At
Midstream, New York:Paragon House,1988, po 122.

16 Dwight H. Perkins, liThe International Consequences of
China's Economic Development," in Richard H. Solomon (ed.) The
China Factor: Sino-American Relations and the Global Scene,
Englewood, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981, p. 122.
17 "Build Socialism with Chinese Characteristics, 30 June,
1984," Robert Maxwell, M. C. (ed.) Deng Xiaoping: Speeches and
Writings, second edition, New York:Pergamon Press, 1987,
p. 96.

21

proposal, "Revitalizing economy internally and implementing
the open door policy externally," was legalized in the 1978
Third Plenum of the CCPCC.

since then,

the party line

includes "one center, two basic points." One center refers to
economic construction. As to the two basic points:
One is to uphold the four cardinal principles, that is,
the Party's leadership, the socialist road, the people's
democratic dictatorship and Marxism-Leninism and Mao
Zedong Thought; the other is to persist in the policies
of reform, opening up and invigorating the economy.
These are the general principles and policies for
socialist modernization. These two are interrelated and
neither can be dispensed with. 18
Moreover,
Whether sticking to the four cardinal principles or
policies of reform and open door both are used to serve
the center, namely economic construction. At any time,
we cannot for~et economic construction is the center of
all the work. I

For expediting economic construction, China introduced
market economy to supplement the ossif ied command economy
internally.
traditionally

In addition, the post-Mao leaders reversed the
negative

attitude

toward

foreign

economic

relations and made a great effort to integrate China with the
global economy by actively participating in a variety of
international economic exchanges and cooperation. In 1980, the
PRC joined the World Bank Group, including the International

18 Geng Yuxin,
"Basic Principles and General Policies,"
Beijing Review, No. 25, June 22, 1987, p. 4.
19

Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), editorial, November

11, 1989.

22
Monetary Fund, the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, the International Development Association, and
the International Finance corporation, and shifted its posture
from an aid dispenser to an aid recipient. w

Foreign investment and loans are no longer regarded as
taboo but are greatly

welco~ed.

Zheng Tuobin, Minister of

Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, indicated that "we have
changed the concept that we cannot be in debt.
utilize

loans

from

foreign governments and

We boldly

international

financial organizations and the direct investment of foreign
business. ,,21

Additionally,

in

the

1980s,

China

greatly

imported foreign technology and the total amount jumped to
$20.4 billion. 22

Foreign trade has also become a great concern of Beijing
leaders.

Zheng also pointed out that

The open door policy of our country is directed to all
the countries of the world.
We hope to develop trade
relations with all countries and regions, including both
socialist and capitalist countries. n

20 William R. Feeney, "Chinese Policy Toward Multilateral
Economic Institutions," in Samuel S. Kim (ed.), China and the
World: New Directions in Chinese Foreign Relations, Boulder,
co: westview Press, 1989, pp. 238-9.

~

Beijing Review, No. 40, October 2-8, 1989, p.

22

Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), November 24, 1990.

n Beijing Review, Vol. 32, No. 42, October 16-22, 1989,
p. 14.

23
Due to the shift of China's economic policy from selfreliance to interdependence, its total trade dependence ratio
surged from 10.6 in 1977 to 33.1. percent in 1986. 24

China's

trade increased from $21.11 billion in 1978 to $51.78 billion
in

1984.~

Trade

According to the General Agreement on Tariffs and

(GATT)

report,

the 286% increase in the PRe export

volume between 1979 and 1989 ranked first in the world.

In

turn, China jumped from the thirty-second to the fourteenth
largest exporting country in the world.

Down to 1989, the

total export volume was $52.5 billion and annual increase rate
was 10.5 percent during the period 1979-1989. 26

On the other

hand, total import volume was $59.1 billion, an increase 7
percent. n

Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen

in

an article

summarized PRC foreign economic relations:
In the 1950s and 1960s, China had only very limited
economic cooperative relations with other countries,
because the developed western countries imposed an
economic blockade and trade embargo on China and only
some non-governmental trade was permitted. During the
period of the Cultural Revolution, China's foreign
economic and trade contacts were disrupted. Not until
the Third Plenary Session of the 11th Central Committee
24

Dernberger, Ope cit., p. 101.

~ Huan Guocang, "China's Open Door Policy, 1978-1984,"
Journal of International Affairs, 1986, p. 9.
26 Renmin Riba.o (Overseas Edition), March 23, 1990; China
was the 16th largest exporting country in 1985, Renmin Ribao
(Overseas Edition), November 26, 1990.

n Remin Ribao (Overseas Edition), January 25, 1990.
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of the Chinese communist Party decided to switch the
focal point of the party work to economic construction
and made the strategic decision to rejuvenate the economy
at home and open towards the outside world, did China's
foreign cooperation and trade contacts begin to develop
in an all-round way.
China carried out an overall
opening toward the outside world; it opens towards both
capitalist and socialist countries, but also developing
countries. ,,28

Open Door Policy

previously,

all foreign trade was conducted by the

governmental agencies concerned;

no px-ivate business was

allowed nor were any joint ventures or foreign enterpris1es.
Foreigners could only visit a few big cities and certain
designated areas.

However, the leftist radicals led by the

Gang of Four were purged immediately after their lifeline,
Chairman Mao, passed away in 1976.

Hua Guofeng's subsequent

leadership only served as a transitional period.
two

years,

Deng

Xiaoping

and

his

In less than

associates

quickly

consolidated their power in the Third Plenum of the Eleventh
CCPCC.
as a

They reached a consensus to adopt an open door policy
strategy to speed up China's economic development.

According to Deng's rationale,
In the past, China closed its door for a century and half
and therefore became backward and suffered a lot. Only
through the implementation of an open door policy to
absorb capital, experience, as well as advanced science
and technology in the world, can China's construction be

28 Chen Qichen, "New China's Diplomacy: Forty Years On,"
Beijing Review, Vol. 32, No. 39, October 2-8, 1989, p. 18.
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accelerated. 29

A series of opening door measur-es were taken.

These

included the setting up of laws relating to j oint ventures and
foreign investment adopted by the Second Session of the Fifth
National People's

Congress,

the

opening of four

special

economic zones (Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Xiamen and Shantou) in 1979;
the opening of fourteen coastal cities and Hainan island in
1984, and the decision to elevate Hainan island to a province
in 1987.

Zhao ziyang's Great International Circle strategy,

an attempt to integrate the coastal region with the AsianPacific economy was also part of the overall strategy for
foreign economic relations.

Huan Guocang maintains that the meaning of the open door
policy is six fold: a new foreign trade strategy underlining
the interdependent nature of world economy; a new strategy of
technology transfer; a strategy of attracting foreign direct
investment; a new attitude toward international economic and
financial organizations; a way to learn from the west by
sending scholars and students abroad; and expansion of tourist
industry

and

exporting

labor

services

to

international

market. 30

29

Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), March 20, 1987.

30

Guocang Huan,

OPe

cit., pp 4-8.
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Entente Diplomacy

In

order

construction

to

and

smoothly

the

four

complete

domestic

modernizations

of

economic

agriculture,

industry, defense, and science as well as technology, Chinese
foreign policy is used as a tool in coordination with the
As a consequence, the Zhou Enlai-style of

internal needs.

moderate Chinese foreign policy of 1954-57--the so-called
"Bandung phase"--was able to be revived, and the highlight of
the 1954 Bandung
Coexistence
integrity,

Conferenc~,

(complete
state

the Five Principles of Peaceful

equality,

respect

independence,

for

territorial

sovereignty,

and

noninterference in one another's internal affairs) were also
thoroughly and free-handedly implemented under the guidance of
Deng Xiaoping. 31
mainly

applicable

countries.

The original spirit of the conference was
to

Asian,

African,

In the post-Mao era,

and

Latin

American

it has been broadened to

target are all nations in the world, regardless of differences
in ideology and social systems.

Moreover, Beijing leaders have incessantly emphasized a
need for peaceful international environment since 1978.

As

Deng Xiaoping pointed out, "In order to realize these goals
31
Chen Qichen points out that "China I s diplomacy has
undergone many adjustments. Especially since the 1980s, major
adjustments have been made under the personal guidance of
Comrade Deng Xiaoping." Beiiing Review, October 2-8, 1989,
p. 18.
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(adhere to the four cardinal principles and socialist four
modernizations), two conditions are needed.

One is peaceful

international environment; the other is a stable and solid
domestic situation. ,,32

In turn, they downplayed ideology and

no longer exported revolution abroad.

CCP General secretary

Jiang Zeming told the Thai premier that "China does not eX1?ort
revolution and at the same time China will also not allow
other

countries

to

interfere

its

domestic

socialist construction. u 33 In addition,
avoid

military

confrontation,

affairs

and

to ease tension and

Chinese

assert

that

international disputes should be settled through peaceful

.

means such as dialogue, negotiations, and consultations.

For

example, Wu Xueqian encouraged Soviet-American dialogue.

He

declared,

"We hope Soviet-American dialogue will continue,

because dialogue is better than confrontation; calmly sitting
around the negotiation table is better than carrying arms and
waiting for

a

fight.

,,34

At present,

China has maintained

trade relations with more than 180 countries and areas in the
world. 35

In this regard, Hu Yaobang expressed eight principles as
guiding China's diplomacy:
32

Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), March 9, 1987.

33

Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), October 26, 1989.

34

Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), January 1, 1987.

35

Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), November 26, 1990.
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(1) China is willing to establish and develop friendly
relations with all the nations in the world on the basis
of the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence; (2) China
is implementing an independent foreign policy, not to
attaching to any big country or bloc, not establishing
strategic relations with any big country and bloc, nor
allying with any big country and bloc; (3) China is
willing ~o side with all the peace-loving countries and
people to oppose hegemony and to maintain world peace;
(4) Ch.ina sticks to an open door policy and on the bas.is
of equality and mutual benefits is willing to develop
relations with all the nations in the world in the field
of economic exchanges and technological cooperation; (5)
China will be with the Third World forever; (6) China
will forever not seek hegemony and will not succumb to
pressure from any hegemony; (7) China is concerned with
principles and faithfulness. China's relations with any
country will not change simply because of for-the-timebeing cost-benef it analysis or certain disagreements.
China will definitely not alienate old friends when
getting a new friends and will not play card games; (8)
China will not allow anyone who cares nothing about the
overa.ll situation to damage our national dignity.36

China has greatly improved its relations with previously
hostile nations.

For the first time' in more than three

decades, Chinese and soviet foreign ministers exchanged visit
between

December

culminated

with

1988
the

and

January

Deng-Gorbachev

1989.
summit

This
of

May

effort
1989.

Another antagonistic neighbor, India, saw its premier, Rajif
Gandhi, also visit Beijing in late December 1988. 37 He was
the first such figure in thirty-four years to make this trip.
China

and

boundary

India
issues,

agreed
on

to

the

settle the
way

toward

biggest

obstacle,

normalizing

their

36 Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), October 11, 1985.
n Liaowang, January 9, 1989.
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relationship

in

a

peaceful

and

friendly

approach. 38

In

November 1988, China and the People's Republic of Mongolia
also signed a treaty to solve boundary issues. In addition,
China has also improved its ties with East European nations,
Cuba, Indonesia, Singapore and so on.

The Implication of New orientations on

China.~s

Korea Policy

Jonathan D. Pollack points out that:
Among the foreign policy concerns of the P.R.C.'s
leadership, few are more important to China's political
and security interests than the Korean peninsula. China
has had a special feeling toward Korea who not only was
her last vassal state but also a strategic point which
Japan had used to invade China. 39
Historically,

China has fought for Korea four times.

The

T'ang dynasty helped Silla defeat the Japanese in the 7th
century; the Ming dynasty sent troops to counter the Japanese
intrusion in the 1590s by Hideyoshi during Yi dynasty; the
ch'ing dynasty fought with the Japanese in 1894; and the PRC
dispatched the Chinese People's Volunteers to

thwart

the

America-led UN forces during the Korean War in the 1950s.
From these facts we can see how important China considers its
interests in Korea.

~ Liaowang, domestic edition, January 2, 1989.

39Jonathan D. Pollack, "U. S. -Korea Relations: The China
Factor," Journal of Northeast Asian Studies, Vol. IV, No.3,
fall 1985, p. 12.
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After 1949, China's perceptions of the Korean peninsula
were based upon the "permanent revolution" theory, ideology,
and

strategic

value.

Hence,

the

Beijing

authorities

recognized only North Korea and held an antagonistic attitude
toward South Korea, ignoring its existence and Seoul's efforts
to improve ties.

However, when Deng Xiaoping reemerged in the

political arena in 1978, his pragmatic approach marked the
emphasis on productivity and economic interests over ideology.
Chinese perceptions of the Korean peninsula thus began to
change.

The aforementioned four new foreign policy orientations
are all applicable to South Korea in one way or another.

From

a pragmatic view, South Korea is a market for China's export
of natural resources and primary goods, a source of capital
and technology, a model for developing China's economy, and a
valuable neighbor for China to diversify its import sources
and technology transfer.

In the past, for ideological and strategic reasons China
excluded the possibility of dealing with South Korea.

Then

when utility replaced ideology,

just

it seemed wasteful,

because of North Korea's opposition, not to take advantage of
a South Korea that could contribute to economic development.
Consequently, with the downplay of ideology and increasing
flexibility

in

conducting

foreign

policy,

Beijing-Seoul

31
relations were shown to have

improved through

following

indicators: Korean nationals in China were allowed to return
to South Korea after 1978; indirect trade between China and
South Korea started in 1979 and steadily increased after 1984;
Beijing began sports exchanges with South Korea after 1984;
China also issued visas to South Koreans for international
conferences and activities after a 1983 hijacking incident;
and the restrictions on South Koreans' visits to CQina were
lifted in

1988.~

Given the growing importance of economic affairs in the
implementation of Chinese foreign policy and the principle of
separating politics from economics, there was no reason for
China not to open her door to a promising trade partner.

As

a matter of fact, the aforementioned remark by Zheng Tuobin
regarding opening the door indiscriminately to all nations in
the world virtually invited Seoul to trade with China.

In

addition, positive soft-toned coverage regarding South Korea
occurred in the official and unofficial mass media after the
1983 hijacking incident.

Viewed

within

the

open

door

policy,

Zhao's

Great

International Circle proposal in early 1988 gave de facto
permission to such provinces as Liaoning, Shandong, and Jilin
to trade with South Korea.
40

In the sense of entente diplomacy,

Yomiuri Shinbun, July 30, 1988.
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as a neighbor of the PRC South Korea is also entitled to be
given a chance to have friendly relations with China.

Finally, according to Hu Yaobang's eight principles for
Chinese foreign policy,

the first--willingness

to develop

friendly relations with all the nations on earth on the basis
of the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, the fourth-opening

the

economic

door

exchanges

indiscriminately
and

cooperation,

to

all

and

countries

the

abandoning old friends for short-term gains,
South Korea.
relations

for

seventh--not
all apply to

These principles left room for China to develop

with

Seoul

on

the

Five

Principles

of

Peaceful

Coexistence and open door policy without alienating North
Korea.

Conclusion

In the post-Mao era, Chinese foreign policy was redirected
to a pragmatic, peaceful, open-door, and rational course when
economics won priority in the Third Plenum of the CCPCC in
1978.

Furthermore,

just like China's domestic reform,

its

foreign policy change was across-the-board and revolutionary.
Subsequently,
pragmatism,

the

new

foreign

policy

orientations

of

the growing magnitude of economic elements in

conducting foreign policy, open door, and entente diplomacy
have brought about a change of Chinese perceptions of the two

JJ

Koreas.

consequently, China's Korea policy shifted from one

of recognizing only North Korea to the de facto two-Korea
policy of maintaining official relations with the North while
conducting unofficial contacts with the South in the early
1980s.
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CHAPTER III
THE INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT IN NORTHEAST ASIA: A CATALYST
FOR CHINA'S NEW KOREAN POLICY

The division of the Korean peninsula resulted from the
cold war after World War II.

Since then the status quo has

not

the

changed.

However,

in

past

four

decades,

the

international environment in East Asia has undergone several
major changes.

It first shifted from a tight bipolar system

to a loose bipolar system in the 19GOs when the PRC broke away
from the Soviet union.

Then, Sino-American detente and Sino-

Japanese normalization in the 1970s formed a new type of loose
bipolar system, three-against-one.

Then in the late 1980s,

uS-soviet detente and Sino-Soviet rapprochement brought about
a multipolar system in which the four major powers basically
have positive bilateral relations between them.

Throughout

these changes, China was very responsive to America and Soviet
initiatives and contributed to a decisive momentum.

This

period of change shows that according to its interests, China
constantly reassessed its relations with other major powers,
the two superpowers in particular, and made adjustments from
time to time.

These adjustments invariably would impact on

China's Korea policy.

As we discussed in chapter two, the shift in domestic
policy priorities was the main and fundamental reason behind

35

Beijing's

change

of

policy

toward

Korea.

However,

international politics in Northeast Asia in the early 1980s
served as a catalyst for China's new Korean policy.

The main

purpose of this chapter is to identify new trends in the
Northeast Asian international environment in the early 1980s,
show how these trends affected Chinese foreign policy toward
the Korean peninsula,

and finally trace changing Chinese

perceptions of the two Koreas.

Increasing positive relations

between China and the soviet Union, the improvement of sovietNorth Korean relations, the emergence of South Korea as an
economic

power,

and

North

Korea's

unpredictability

and

untrustworthiness are the four contributing factors which
gradually induced the Beijing authorities to adjust from a
one-Korea policy to a de facto two-Korea policy.

positive Relations Between China and the Soviet Union

Chinese perceptions of the rise and fall in the strength
of the two superpowers not only affected relations with the us
and the USSR but also had a great impact on policy toward
other areas.

Unhappiness about President Ronald Reagan's

policy as well as Soviet initiatives to improve Beijing-Moscow
relations led Beijing to view these developments as a chance
to

pursue

a

long-desired

independent

foreign

policy.

Announcement of this policy also had the special function of
sending a positive signal to the Soviet Union that China did

36

not want to side wi th the Uni ted states against Moscow.
Moreover, the PRC was willing to improve relations with the
USSR.

Regarding the Washington-Beijing-Moscow triangular

relationship, Premier Zhao Ziyang stated three principles.
First, China would consistently oppose hegemonism by the two
superpowers; second, China would maintain and develop normal
state-to-state relations with these two countries on the basis
of the Five Principles of Peaceful coexistence; and third,
China would continue its dialogue with Moscow and washington.!

Chinese perceptions of American and Soviet conditions
that contributed to the shift in foreign policy were clearly
on record.

In the early 1980s, the Soviets were seen to be

preoccupied with domestic and external problems, that is,
economic difficulties together with crises in Afghanistan and
Poland,

and competition with the United States for world

hegemony.

Chinese analysts believed that, entering the 1980s, the
US and the USSR were beset with difficulties both at home and
abroad.

Hence, " ••• the ability of the United states and the

Soviet Union to control and influence world affairs is greatly
weakening. 112
1

Beijing

Moscow's influence reached its peak in the mid
Re~iew,

No. 32, August 8, 1983, p. 7.

2 Zong
He, "Changes and Developing Trends in the
International Situation," Beijing Review, Vol. 26, No. 32,
August 8, 1983, p. 15.
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to late '70s, but then started to decline.
growth

also

began

to

slow

at

this

Soviet economic

time;

the

Chinese

explanation of the mounting economic burdens was threefold.
First, "Soviet military spending since the 1970s has increased
about 5 percent annually, approximating or surpassing the
growth of national income."

Second, agriculture also lagged.

Third, actions such as the invasion of Afghanistan and support
for vietnam greatly added to the Soviet burden. 3 Consequently,
••• the general strategic posture of Soviet offensiveness
and US-defensiveness will continue for a period of time.
But owing to the difficulties the Soviet union faced both
at home and abroad in recent years, the situation of
'taking the defensive while on the offensive' by the
Soviet Union and of 'taking the offensive while on the
defensive' by the united States will possibly emerge
frequently.
In addition, the Washington-Moscow equilibrium in military
strength

objectively increased the manoeuvering chances of

the second and third worlds. 4

By contrast, the US was perceived as becoming militarily
stronger because of Reagan's greatly increased defense budget.
"The Reagan Administration has taken the initiative in some
regions such as the Middle East and won some apparent gains"
in the superpower competition. s In addition, the Chinese were
unhappy about Reagan's pro-Taiwan rhetoric, his anti-communist

3

Ibid.

4

~

S

Beijing Review, No. 16, April 18, 1983, p. 19.

°bOd
~
., p. 17.
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tone, the trade issue; the Hu Na case6 also irritated Chinese
leaders.

Zhang Wenjin, then ambassador to the United states,

complained

that

"China

is

not

pleased

with

the

present

condition of Sino-US relations and the chief obstacle to the
development of relations
hardly had

the

is the Taiwan question....

Yet

ink on the communique dried when the US

government announced a series of new arms sales to Taiwan."
He also added that "the united stateG unilaterally imposed
quotas on imports from China and anachronistic rules in its
trade legislation against China."

As to the case of Hu Na, he

said that "the granting of political asylum
Us

government

was

a

serious

political

to Hu Na

by the

incident."

This

decision is " ••• viewed by the Chinese people as an open insult
to China and aroused their strong indignation.,,7
Throughout the 1970s, the Soviet Union aggressively
pursued its global expansionist strategy.
Since the
beginning of the 1980s, the soviet Union has encountered
a series of difficulties at home and abroad and has been
compelled
to
slow
down
the
pace
of
expansion
temporarily....
To redress the unfavorable balance of
military power, the united states is determined to
refurbish its armaments. The proclamation of the 'Carter
doctrine' early in 1980 and then Reagan's election as
President indicated that US conservative forces insisting
on a hard line towards the Soviet Union had the upper
hand .••• After Reagan assumed office, the United states
adopted a policy of rapidly expanding its military forces
through a 7 percent annual increase in military spending.
In 1982, its military expenditures shot up to $186,900

6 Hu Na was a Chinese tennis player who sought political
asylum when she came to the united states to participate in
competition in 1983.

7 "Chinese Ambassador to the USA on Sino-Us Relations,"
Beijing Review, No. 20, May 16, 1983, pp. 14-15.
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million and were estimated to be 213,900 million in
1983. 8
By a pragmatic reassessment, China found its strong antisoviet rhetoric and actions in the late 1970s did not reduce
~he

Soviet threat but, on the contrary, had a negative effect,

polarizing East Asian international politics and escalating
For example, the signing of the

levels of confrontation.

Sino-Japanese peace treaty containing an anti-hegemony (read,
anti-Soviet) clause in August 1978 was followed by conclusion
of a Soviet-vietnamese friendship treaty in November.

This

enabled Moscow to gain access to naval and air bases at Cam
Ranh Bay and Danang as a springboard for
Pacific and
responded

China and the united

Indian Oceans.

with

December 1978.

establishment
Thus,

activity in the

of

diplomatic

states

relations

in

an informal Washington-Beijing-Tokyo
Subsequently, with Soviet support,

alliance loomed large.

Vietnam initiated a bold attack against Kampuchea in January
1979.

Implicitly backed up by the united States, the PRC

launched

a

punitive
At

February.
Afghanistan.

the

military

end of

action

the year,

against
the

Vietnam

Soviets

in

invaded

This type of action-reaction confrontation cost

Beijing and was perceived by China as detrimental to its
national security.
strategic

According to James C. Hsiung, external

considerations

and

response

to

its

immediate

3 Xing Shugang,
Li Vunhua and Liu Vingna, "Changing
Balance of Soviet-us Power," Beijing Review, No. 19, May 9,
1983, p. 18.
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security needs vis-a-vis the soviets resulted
decision to

take

an

independent

foreign

accommodation with the soviet Union. 9

in china's

policy and

seek

The former refers to

Beijing's calculation of its own cumulative gains and losses
within the PRC-US-USSR triadic relationship.
felt

insecure

continued

"as

while

unmitigated. ,,10

Chinese leaders

long as the U.s.-Soviet war of nerves
the

Sino-Soviet

tensions

were

also

A weaJ{ partner is most in danger when the two

strong major powers are in fierce confrontation and dialogue
has ceased.

One strong power might make a preemptive attack

against the weaker nation who is an ally of the other strong
power.

Hence, the PRC's increasing independence encouraged

Beij ing leaders to attempt to alleviate Sino-Soviet hostility,
further

improving

China's

position

in

the

triangular

relationship. 11

The adoption of a conciliatory and encouraging approach
might e1ici t

a

Soviet policy change favorable to Chinese

national interests.

As a matter of fact,

for the peaceful

international environment valuable for completing the four
9 James C.
Hsiung, "Challenge of China's Independent
Foreign Policy," James C. Hsiung (ed.) Beyond China's
Independent Foreign Policy: Challenge for the united states
and its Asian Allies, New York: Praeger Publishers, 1985, p.
167.

10

Ibid. p. 113.

11 Robert S. Ross, "International Bargaining and Domestic
Politics: U.S.-China Relations since 1972," World Politics,
Vol. XXXVIII, No.2, January 1986, p. 278.
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modernizations, it is essential and important to have good
relations with its strong neighbor in the north--which shares
a 7500 kilometer boundary with China.

only then could Beijing

reduce the defense budget to concentrate on domestic reforms
and economic construction.

chi Su points out that it was

China who initiated rapprochement with the Soviet union in
1979.

The main purpose was to nurture a long-term peaceful

international environment. 12 In greeting the 60th anniversary
of the founding the USSR, the standing Committee of the PRC
National People's Congress and the State Council of the PRC
sent a

message to Moscow which in part,

stated;

"China

sincerely hopes that relations between the two countries will
return to normal step by step and good-neighborly relationship
will be established.

The two sides should jointly work for

the realization of this goal through negotiations, concrete
actions and removal of obstacles.,,13
to

demobilize

one

million solders

In 1985, China was able
and

redirect

them to

civilian positions because the danger of war had receded. M
Military expenditures which accounted for 17.5 percent of the
12 Chi Su, "China and the Soviet Union: 'principled,
Salutary, and Tempered' Management of Conflict," Samuel S. Kim
(ed.) China and the World: Chinese Foreign Policy in the PostMao Era, Boulder, Colorado: westview Press, 1984, p. 154.
~

Beijing Review, No.1, January 3, 1983, p. 8.

14 Beijing Review, No. 45, November 9-15, 1987, p. 18;
Gary Klintworth, - "Gorbachev's China Diplomacy," in Ramesh
Thakur and Carlyle A. Thayer (eds.) The soviet union as an
Asian Pacific Power: Implications of Gorbachev's
1986
Vladivostok Initiative, Boulder, Co.:Westview Press, 1987,
p. 47.
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total government budget of 1979 decreased to 8 percent in
1988. 15

Furthermore, the USSR could also serve as a source of
capital and technology for China's modernization if BeijingMoscow ties improved.

The Soviets could help Chinese upgrade

the factories they built up in China in the 1950s at much
lower cost than that represented by purchasing new plants from
the west or Japan. 16

In December 1984 Beij ing and Moscow

signed cooperation agreements in trade, economic, scientific,
and technological relations. n

Both sides agreed to double

bilateral trade to $3.5 billion by 1990 and that the Soviet
Union would assist China to build seven new plants while
modernizing seventeen others built in the 1950s .IS

In addition,
could

serve

as

the improvement of Sino-Soviet relations
a

bargaining

chip

for

Sino-American

Qian Qichen, "New China's Diplomacy: 40 Years On,"
Beijing Review, Vol. 32, No. 39, September 25-0ctober 1, 1989,
pp. 16-17.
15

Nayan Chanda, "A Dispersion of Power," Far Eastern
Economic Review, March 30, 1989, p. 31.
16

17

China Daily, December 13 and December 29, 1984, p.1.

IS Robert A. Scalapino, "Key strategic Issues in Northeast
Asia: Sino-Soviet Relations and Developments on the Korean
Peninsula," in Robert A. Scalapino and Masataka Kosaka (eds.)
Peace, Politics, -and Economics in Asia: The Challenge to
Cooperate,
Washington:
Pergamon-Brassey's
International
Defense Publishers, 1988, p. 39; Richard Nations, "A $14
billion Deal," Far Eastern Economic Review, July 25, 1985, pp.
12-13.
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negotiations.

In 1981 during Secretary of State Alexander

Haig's visit to Beijing, Renmin Ribao proposed a Sino-Soviet
border agreement.

The day after his departure, the Chinese

media threatened to downgrade US relations if the issue of
arms sales to Taiwan was not resolved. 19

Later, the Reagan

Administration made concessions on the Taiwan issue and signed
the 1982 communique with China.

Last but not least, Sino-Soviet detente would allow China
more manoeuvering ability in dealing with North Korea.

China

could reduce its aid to Pyongyang and might even be able to
have some contact with South Korea through non-government
channels.

sino-soviet Relations had become favorable since 1982.
In October 1982 Beijing-Moscow negotiations began in China at
the level of deputy foreign ministers, Qian Qichen and Leonid
Ilichev.

In the following year, Foreign Minister Huang Hua

attended Brezhnev's funeral and was warmly welcomed by Yuri
Andropov and Andrei Gromyko.

By the end of 1984, Beijing-

Moscow relations had markedly improved despite the absence of
political and party relations.

The Improvement of USSR-DPRK Ties

19

R oss,

Ope

C1' t . ,

p. 280.
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For the soviet Union, North Korea was a strategic point
in implementing its encirclement policy against China and for
extending its influence into Northeast Asia.

The DPRK, of

course, relied on the soviet Union which is Pyongyang's major
and probably sole supplier of advanced weapons by which North
Korea's national security can be guarded.

However, Moscow-

Pyongyang relations were not as close as they could be and in
fact had been in very poor in the 1979s.

From 1973 to 1984,

the soviet Union did not deliver any new weapons to North
Korea. 20
was

In adaition, Soviet political and military support

largely

prudent

and

relationship

improved

greatly

security

was

the

major

together

capability
with

cooperation.

factor

after
that

However,
1984

when

brought

their

regional

Moscow

and

This reflected the growing south Korean

Pyongyang closer.
military

restrained.

backed

possible

up

with

active

U.s.

Seoul-Washington-Tokyo

support
military

Chinese analysts claimed that because the united

States unceasingly shipped large quantities of sophisticated
weapons

to

consecutive

Seoul

and

years,

held massive military exercises
the

DPRK

was

compelled

countermeasures in strengthening its defense. 21

to

in

take

Kim II Sung's

trip to Moscow in 1984 attested how insecure North Korean
leaders felt due to America's delivery of F-16 and other
20 Harry Gelman and Norman D. Levin, The Future of sovietNorth Korean Relations, Santa Monica:Rand Corp., 1984, p. 21.
21 Tao Bingwei,
"Observations on the Korean Situation,"
Beijing Review, No. 38, September 23, 1985, p. 18.
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sophisticated weapons to Seoul and how they were in dire need
of modern military hardware.
power

on

the peninsula,

To assure a favorable balance of

Kim

II

Sung,

perhaps

painfully,

decided to acquire advanced weapons at the expense of his
long-defended independence by giving concessions on overflight
Soviet Union. 22

These

weapons included MIG-23s (air interceptors), MIG-29s

(all

weather

SA-2

and

port

medium

harboring

fighters),
range,

rights

SU-25s

high

associated radar,

to

the

(ground

altitude

attack

fighters),

surface-to-air

SA-3 short-range,

missiles

and

low-to-medium altitude

SAMs, SA-5 long range, high altitude SAMs, ZSU-23 (propelled
anti-aircraft guns),n
AA 7

T-72 tanks, SS-l Scud-B missiles, and

air-to-air missiles. 24

In October 1986,

there was

a

Soviet-North Korean joint naval exercise along the northeast
coast of North

Korea.~

The Emergence of South Korea as An Economic Power

22
Young Whan Khil, "North Korea's
Current History, April, 1986, p. 166.

New

Pragmatism,"

n Karl D. Jackson, "The Republic of Korea-U.S. Security
Relationship: Evolution and Endurance," The Korean Journal of
Defense Analysis," Vol. 1, No.1, Summer, 1989, pp. 46-47.
24 Sankei Shinbun, November 26, 1985; The People's Korea,
February 22, 1986, p. 6.

~
Byung-joon
Ahn,
"The
Moscow-Beijing-Pyongyang
Relationship," in Robert A. Scalapino and Hongkoo Lee (eds.)
Korea-U.S. Relations: The Politics of Trade and Security,
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988, p. 15.
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South Korea's economy prevailed over that of North Korea
in the early 1970s.

The ROK's total GNP in 1974 was about

twice that of its counterpart in the

north.~

With the advent

of the 1980s, backed by its economic power, Seoul was able to
win

more

prestige

international arena.

and

political

recognition

in

the

South Korea's successful diplomacy,

growing military capability, and economic power which was
second only to Japan in Asia and far superior to North Korea,
commanded worldwide attention. v

While South Korea was emerging as an economic power,
China had made economic development top' priority and this
greatly increased the importance of economics as a factor in
Chinese foreign policy. This new orientation in turn elevated
South Korea higher in Beijing's foreign priority.

As a

neighboring country with needs for investment capital and high
technology,

China

could

no

longer

ignore

South

Korea's

remarkable economic achievements and turned to view it as a
viable

source

that

can

contribute

to

China's

domestic

modernization. Developing economic relations with South Korea
came to be seen in terms of China's national interests.

26 Young Whan Kihl,
"The Korean Peninsula and security
Dilemma," in Young Whan Kihl and Lawrence E. Grinter (eds.)
security, strategy, and Policy Responses in the Pacific Rim,
Boulder:Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1989, p. 153.

v Hao Yufan, China and the Korean Peninsula: A Chinese
View, Asian Survey, Vol. XXVII, No.8, August, 1987, p. 871.
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North Korea's Involvement with Terrorism

When South Korean President Chun Doo Hwan visited Burma
on October 9, 1983, a bomb explosion was apparently part of an
assassination

plot.

Chun escaped

but seventeen of

his

entourage, including four cabinet ministers, died on the spot.
L3.ter, the Burmese government released its investigation which
found that three North Korean army officers were involved in
the bombing.

Rangoon accused Pyongyang of engineering the

incident and severed diplomatic relations with the DPRK. 28

The Rangoon explosion apparently shocked Chinese leaders.
They may well have felt betrayed and come to distrust the
Pyongyang

authorities,

because

just

one

day

before

the

incident, Chinese officials had notified the American embassy
that North Korea was ready to participate in tripartite talks
with Washington and Seoul. 29

As a consequence, Beij ing seems

to have decided to not to allow North Korea a singular place
in China's Korea policy, and to initiate unofficial relations
with Seoul, regardless of Pyongyang's displeasure.

After

September 1983, particularly in the wake of Rangoon incident,
28 Clough,
Ralph N., Embattled Korea: the Ri valrv for
International Support, Boulder, Colorado:Westview Press, 1987,
p. 182; The New York Times, November 5, 1983.
29 Akira Kuni,
"Kitachosen wa 'henka' shitaka," Kagai
Jijo, 1989, p. 29; Robert A. Scalapino, liThe Korean Peninsula:
Threat and Opportunity," in Robert A. Scalapino and Chen Qimao
(eds.) Pacific-Asian Issues: American and Chinese Views,
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986, p. 146.
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Beijing authorities began to raise the Korean question in
bilateral negotiations with the united states and Japan.
Apparently China was becoming concerned about tension on the
peninsula because of Pyongyang's terrorist actions.

While

visiting Tokyo in November 1983, Hu Yaobang expressed his
opposition to terrorist acts. 30

After concluding a trip to

Pyongyang the following May, Hu told reporters that Kim II
Sung promised that the DPRK sincerely wished to sol ve the
Korean problem through negotiations and the proposal for the
tripartite talks was not propaganda, but was sincere. 31

Chinese Images of North Korea and south Korea

According to Chinese official reports including Renmin
Ribao, Beijing Review, and Liaowang, North Korea is referred
as Chaoxian or Chaoxian renmin minzhu gongheguo, while south
Korea as Nan Chaoxian.

The connotation is that the former is

a country and the latter a local government.

On the whole,

North Korea as a rule is positively portrayed as a peaceloving nation that has always tried to make peaceful proposals
and is willing to make concessions with sincerity.

On the other hand, south Korea was negatively described

30
Byung-joon
Ahn,
"The
Moscow-Beijing-Pyongyang
Relationship," in Scalapino and Lee (eds.), p. 17.
31

Beijing Review, No. 21, May 21, 1984, p. 22.
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as an intransigent and oppressive regime full of political,
economic, and social problems.

A puppet regime under the

American

was

imperialist

umbrella

opposed

by

domestic

progressive forces such as students, clergy, and so on.
example,
reform

For

Chun Doo Hwan's acceptance of popular demand to
the

constitution

and

hold

a

direct

presidential

election was regarded as a result of pressure from Christian
organizations,
dissidents. 32

students,
In

artists,

addition,

a

report

journalists,
with

the

and

headline

"Violence, Cries of Fraud Follow Election," indicated that the
victory of Roh Tae Woo

in the

first direct presidential

election in sixteen years was greeted by riots and allegations
of rigging. 33

Later, South Korean President Roh Tae Woo was

blamed not only for breaking his promise in the presidential
campaign that he would discuss the reunification issue with
people from all circles, but also for strangling the proposal
put forward by leading opposition members to hold talks with
the DPRK and for suppressing the students' demand to hold
talks with DPRK students.

The report concluded that "if Roh

refuses to respect the wishes and demands of South Korea's
students and people in general and like his predecessors
insists on adopting repressive measures,

opposition to him

will grow stronger and he will find himself in an increasingly
32 Li Li, "Chun Accepts Demands of Dissidents," Beij ing
Review, No. 28, July 13, 1987, pp. 10-11.
33 Beijing Review, No. 52, December 28, 1987-January 3,
1988, p. 15.
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difficult

situation.~

Another

article

by

Xu

Baokang

entitled ItThe Desire For Unification Is Not Crushable,1t that
appeared in Renmin Ribao, had a similar conclusion. 3s

When the North-south dialogue went smoothly in 1985, the
main reason for the trend of relaxation of tensions on the
peninsula was, in the Chinese explanation, that ItNorth Korea
has taken a series of positive actions and the South has also
made

corresponding

response. 1t36

Furthermore,

the

materialization' of the visit of the art troupes and homevisiting groups of the North and South Red Cross Societies in
September was hailed by Chinese media as Itthe first c0r:tcrete
action toward reconciliation in the forty years of division
and confronta'cion. It

Pyongyang was seen to play Ita more

prominent

South Korea It 37

role

than

In

1986,

a

Beijing

broadcast also noted:
Because of last year's efforts by the North side of
Korea, the situation on the Korean peninsula and North~
South relations have improved •••• On the basis of this,
the North side of Korea took a vigorous step forward for
the alleviating tension and accelerating the dialogue by
deciding at the beginning of the New Year that, starting
~ Li Wen,
South Korea:Students Seek Reunification, It
Beijing Review, Vol. 31, No. 27, July 4-10, 1988, pp. 16-17.
§

Renmin Ribao, June 21, 1988

36 FBIS, Daily Report: China, January 9, 01-2, Liu
Zhengxue and Feng Zhiyuan, ItProspects for the situation on the
Korean Peninsula," Renmin Ribao commentary, January 8, 1985.
~ FBIS Daily Report: China, October 8, 02, Liu Zhengxue
and Feng Zhiyuan, "A significant Exchange and Visits," Renmin
Ribao, September 20, 1985.

'
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from 1 February, it will not conduct large-scale military
exercises and will stop all military exercises while the
dialogue is h~ld.~

Additionally, China appeared convinced that the DPRK will
not invade South Korea and has made tremendous efforts and
concessions to ease tension on the peninsula.
arguments can be summed up as follows.

The Chinese

First, North Korea is

vigorously c,arrying on economic construction; second, the most
persuasive

evidence

is

that

Pyongyang

has

sent

150,000

soldiers including combat troops to the frontier for domestic
construction;39 and third, North Korea promulgated a joint
venture law in September,

1984

and has engaged itself to

strengthen and develop its foreign trade. 40

These factors

need peaceful surroundings and are obviously incompatible with
any alleged design that is preparing to initiate a new war.
Hence, "it is groundless to say that North Korea is still
cherishing the intention of invading the South. "41
1987

the DPRK First Vice-Foreign Minister,

In August

Kang Sok Ju,

proposed a three-stage disarmament overture to South Korea and
the united states in conjunction with an announcement that the
North would unilaterally cut its forces by 100,000 troops by
38 FBIS Daily Report:China, Beijing International Service
in Korean, January 27, 1986.
39 Renmin Ribao (overseas Edition), october 5,1986, p. 6.
40

FBIS Daily Report: China, Renmin Ribao, January 9,

1985.
41

Ibid.
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the end of 1987,

Chinese commentators regarded it as "a

valuable proposal" and "a gesture of goodwill."

They blamed

Washington and Seoul for having responded to Pyongyang's
previous sincere efforts towards realizing peace in the region
"by continuing to conduct military manoeuvres on a large scale
and flaunting their military forces."

Hence, they suggested

that "to end the sharp confrontation on the peninsula and
promote the peaceful reunification of Korea, the North and
South must both cut their troops and the United states must
withdraw

altogether."~

In addition to a series of peaceful proposals from the
Chinese

standpoint,

concessions.

the

DPRK made

several

unprecedented

As one article in Shijie Zhishi pointed out

As everyone knows, the proposal for tripartite talks was
advanced earlier by the United states. This idea has now
been accepted by North Korea, and the DPRK's proposal
fully reflects its genuine desire to ease the tense
situation in the region and to solve the Korean issue
through negotiations. 43
In other examples, the Pyongyang authorities in January 1986
unilaterally announced that they would cancel a major military
exercise scheduled to start in February.

The North stated

1:hat although South Korea and America were in the process of

~ Ren Ping, "A Valuable Proposal," Beijing Review, No.
31, August 3, 1987, p. 11.
43 FBIS Daily Report:
China, July 6, 1984; a similar
comment in Tao Bingwei, "Current situation in Korea," Guoji
wenti yanjiu ( Studies on International Issues), No.4, 1985,

p. 25.
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carrying out the Team Spirit 1987 'military exercise "which
have seriously harmed the atmosphere for North-South dia1ogue,
the North still takes the interests of the whole into account
and

continues

to

make

efforts

to

remove

confrontation conditions as soon as possible. II

the

growing

Pyongyang not

only agreed to resume the three suspended dialogues during the
opposite side's military exercise, but also "hopes to ho1d the
first round of North-South high-level political and Ini1i tary
talks on 26 March.,,44

On the other hand, Beijing doubted Seoul's sincerity.
Even

though

Xinhua

complimented the

two Koreas

on

their

preparatory talks in late 1985, it still stated that "whether
the South side sincerely supports reunification or not remains
a crucial question. ,,45

Concerning obstacles to North-South

Korean dialogue, on the assumption that North Korea is more
sincere in dialogue than its counterpart,

Chinese comment

occasionally mentions that the major obstacles to dialogue are
the u. S • troops in south Korea and the annual j oint
Spirit military exercises with South Korea.
mass media,

sometimes the united States,

Team

In the Chinese
sometimes

South

Korea, or both are cited as the major culprits and stumbling
blocks causing tension on the peninsula.

In one report the

44 FBIS Daily Report:China, March 10, D2, Renmin Ribao,
March 6, 1987.
45

FBIS Daily Report:China, xinhua, December 23, 1985.
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South Korean authorities were accused of "incessantly making
annoying noises ••• disseminating the lie of a so-called threat
of southward invasion from the North.1t
that

"as

long

authorities

do

as

the

not

united

seek

The author concluded

states

military

and

South

adventures

Korean

and

armed

provocations, the Korean peninsula will appear in no danger of
war. ,,46

The Chinese seemed convinced that

Aggravation of the tension on the Korean
been
deliberately
provoked
by the
authorities, while the united states has
the gravity of the situation by teaming
Korea in exercises that are a show
strength. 47

peninsula has
South Korean
also added to
up with South
of military

Nevertheless,

importance

following

the

increased

of

economic development, Chinese perceptions of South Korea also
changed.

These incremental changes can be diagnosed in the

gradual shift from sheer negative to occasionally positive
coverage on South Korea in the official
Review

and

other

official

publications.

journal,

Beijing

After the

1983

hij acking incident, 48 Chinese dropped harsh terms such as "the
Pak Jung Hi puppet clique, stooge of u.S. imperialism, ,,49 and

~

Renmin Ribao (overseas Edition), December 21, 1986.

~

FBIS Daily Report:China, Xinhua, February 24, 1987.

48 A
landed in
the civil
aircraft,
49

12.

Chinese domestic flight, hijacked by six Chinese,
Seoul in May 1983. China sent Shen Tu, the chief of
Aviation Administration, to seek the return of the
passengers, and crew, see Chapter V.

Peking Review, No. 49, December 4, 1970, p. 9 and p.
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"south Korean puppet. "so

Instead, their tone shifted to a

soft and exhortative one.

An example of this sharp contrast

is

1983

shown

by

a

February

article

while

still

noted

negatively:
The US and south Korean puppet troops began joint
military exercises code-named 'Team spirit 83' throughout
south Korea in February 1 ••• The present tension on the
Korean peninsula has resulted entirely from the arms
expansion and war preparations of the Chun Du Bwan clique
with US military backing and their refusal to take part
in negotiations for the peaceful reunification of Korea.
In the wake of the May hijacking incident the same year, an
article stated more reasonably:
Both China and the south Korean authorities are
signatories to the 1970 Convention for the suppression of
Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft and the 1971 Convention for
the suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of
ci viI Aviation .•• The south Korean authorities did not
agree to extradite those criminals to china and insisted
that they would put them to trial.
It concluded:
All plane hijackers are bitterly hated
by the
international community.
Whether the south Korean
authorities
seriously
implement
the
convention
commitments or play legal tricks to cheat the people of
the world remains to be seen.~
In 1984, another report regarding South Korean politics used
a similar tone:
They ---(students) also demanded the resignation of Chun Du
Hwan....
The act of sending armed police to suppress
unarmed students is not a sign of power but just
weakness.
South Korean authorities should understand
that
suppression
of
students
will
not
achieve
anything....
The momentum for peace and democracy can
so "Military Exercises Condemned," Beijing Review, Vol.
26, No.7, February 14, 1983, p. 10.
51 Chen Tiqiang, "Hijackers Must Duly Punished," Beijing
Review, No. 36, September 5, 1983, pp. 10-11.
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not be stopped 1S2
The use of "the south Korean authorities" signalled that China
acknowledged the existing regime in the south.

This became

even more clear in 1985 when several unusual references
appeared in Beijing Review. The journal started to replace
south Korea53 wi th capi talized South Korea, 54 to use North
Korea and South Korea side by side while not using the
official name of DPRK, and furthermore to state "North Korean
President Kim II sung,,55 and "President Chun Du
Hwan. ,,56

(or Doo)

Another significant breakthrough appeared in 1989.

For the first time, Beijing Review run an article concerning

52 Ren Yan, "Students Intensify Protests," Beijing Review,
Vol. 27, No. 45, p. 13.
53 "The military demarcation line dividing north and south
Korea was broken for the first time on september 29, but it
was broken in the spirit of cooperation rather than
confrontation." in Ren Yan, "Relief from the North to the
South," Beijing Review, No. 42, October 15, 1984, p. 13.
54
IIDespite the rough treatment and house-arrast of
returning opposition leader Kim Dae Jung, democracy in South
Korea is finding more and more supporters." Beijing Review,
Ren Yan, "Democratic Forces Gather Strength," No.9, March 4,
1985, pp. 12-13.

55 It Can last year's relaxation
Korea be carried into 1985? ••• On
President Kim 11 Sung denounced the
challenge to the cause of peace
"Relaxation of Te_nsion Faces Test,"
January 21, 1985, p. 13.

between North and South
January 7, North Korean
military exercises as a
in Korea ••• ," Lu Jin,
Beij ing Review, No.3,

56 "President Chun Du Bwan recently reshuffled his
cabinet ••• ," Ren Yan, "Democratic Forces Gather strength,"
Beijing Review, March 4, 1985, p. 13.
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south Korea's northern

polic~

and added a new category of

"South Korea" in its semi-annual index.

Previously, reports

on South Korea came under the category of "Korea" together
with

reports

addition,

on

the

one year

newspaper,

for

the

Democratic Republic

before,
first

of

Korea.

the Renmin Ribao , t h e
time

reported

that

In
CCP' s

China

had

unofficial trade relations with South Korea. 58

other

publications

recognized

South

Korea

as

an

economically prosperous political entity, with increasingly
posi ti ve

reports

technological

since early 1984.

revolution

and

how

An

newly

analysis

of the

industrialized

countries and regions adjust their economic structure to meet
the

challenge,

Jingj i. 59

Wei

cited

South Korea

in

Shijie

The earliest South Korea-related coverage in the

independent weekly,
1985. ro

Yanshen

Shij ie Jingj i

Daobao appeared in July

Sun Fanghong explored South Korea's foreign exchange

57 Ruo Yu, "Eastern Powers Thaw Lines to South Korea,"
Beijing Review, No.2, January 9-15, '1989, p. 20.

58

Renmin Ribao, July 4, 1988.

59 Wei Yanshen,
"Xin j ishu geming yu xinxing gongyeguo
diqu j ingj i j iegou tiaocheng (New Technological Revolution and
Structural Adjustment in the Economies of Newly Industrialized
Countries and Regions)," Shijie Jingji, May 1984, p. 24.

ro "Xingj iapo· Nanchaoxian Xianggang Taiwan liangzhong
xiangfan de j ingj i fazhan zhanlue (Two Opposi te Economic
Developmental Strategies of singapore, South Korea, Hong Kong,
Taiwan)," Shijie Jingji Daobao (World Economic Herald), July
1, 1985.

58

policy.61

Liao Ming examined South Korea's export-oriented

economy.~

occasionally, an official source mentioned South

Korea's economic prosperity.

Wang ShU,

President of the

Insti tute of International Relation.s, referring to the decline
of the two superpowers, indicated that "some countries and
regions that used to receive preferential treatment from the
united states, the 'Four Little Dragons' in Asia--south Korea,
Taiwan,

Hong Kong,

and Singapore--in particular,

likewise

prospered. ,,63

In the Chinese approach, solution of the Korean issue
"should not be handled in haste but in a
according

to

historical

experience. M

calm way •••• "

Three

essential

elements must be included: sincere and positive action by the
United states and South Korea, giving first priority to common
national interests by the two Koreas, and continuation of
North-South dialogue and contacts.
keys

to

stability on

the

Those are offered as the

Korean peninsula

and

eventual

61 Sun Fanghong, "Lun Taiwan he Nanchaoxian de huilu
zhengce (Study on Taiwan and South Korea's Foreign Exchange
Policy," Guo; i Mao'li. (Intertrade), No.4, April 1987, p. 18.
62 Liao Ming, "Nanchaoxian waixiangxing j ingj i zhengce
fenxi (Analysis on South Korea's Export-oriented Economic
Policy)," Guo;i Maoyi, No. 12, December 1988, p. 39.
63 Wang Shu, _"Mul tiple Factors Summon Detente," Bei; ing
Review, November 7-13, 1988, p. 30.

M Li TU, "Relaxation, Dialogue, and Hope: Developments in
Relations between North and South Korea," Liaowang, December
24, 1984, No. 52, pp. 32-33.
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reunification.

When visiting Pyongyang in October 1986, President Li
Xiannian declared that lithe American government and South
Korean authorities should make a positive response toward
North Korea's reasonable proposal and active behavior: stop
the yearly large scale joint military exercises, seriously
seek a feasible way to ease the situation on the peninsula,
and furthermore create a favorable atmosphere for discussing
and solving the issue of peaceful Korean unification." 6S

wi th respect to the prospects for North-South Korean
relations,

Tao

Bingwei,

a

Chinese

specialist

on Korea,

suggested an early solution would not be impossible, "should
America and the South take positive steps for improving ties
with the DPRK by ending military manoeuvers in any form in the
South. II

66

Conclusion

Impressed by South Korea's economic achievements and warm
welcome in the 1983 hijacking incident, Chinese officials
considered the possibility of exploring unofficial contacts

6S

Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), October 6,1986, p. 1.

66 Tao Bingwei, "Observations on the Korean Situation,"
Beijing Review, No. 38, September 23,1>. 16.
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with Seoul.

The subsequent Rangoon explosion prompted fear

that the North Koreans were unpredictable and dangerous.
Further violent provocations would escalate tension on the
peninsula and jeopardize China's national interests.
total support could only encourage North Korea.

China's

Hence

t~ere

was a need to have contacts with South Korea in order to show
the North that China was unhappy about its terrorist behavior.
Although

Beijing was

Pyongyang intimacy,

concerned

about

increasing Moscow-

this concern might be alleviated by

developing positive Sino-Soviet relations.

In sum, these trends accelerated China's decision to test
its new Korea policy.

After the 1983 hijacking incident,

Chinese public impressions of South Korea were no longer only
negative; positive and more objective evaluations began to
appear.

As shown above, the incremental change of tone and

term in the official media such as Beijing Review served as a
barometer of the shift in Chinese perceptions of South Korea.
This change can also be seen from the mounting frequency of
positive reports on South Korea's economic developments in
China's academic and unofficial publications, such as Shiiie
Jillgj i

Daobao, Shij ie Jingj i, and Guoj i Maoyi.

However,

reports on South Korea in the official mass media, whether in
politics or in

ec~nomy

on the whole still remained negative.
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CHAPTER :IV
SINO-NORTH KOREAN RELATIONS: INTIMATE? STRAINED?

Since the Korean war, the Soviet union has been the
determining

external

factor

affecting

Beijing-Pyongyang

relations.

Many scholars tend to view the Sino-Soviet

competition for influence in North Korea as a zero-sum game.
That is, the competition rewards only one winner, either China
or the Soviet Union.

Consequently, when they see intimate

relations between Beijing and Pyongyang, they conclude that
Moscow-Pyongyang ties are sour, and vice versa.

For example,

some scholars, mostly in the west, assert that North Korea
leaned toward Moscow after 1984.
scholars,

On the other hand, several

such as Kim II Pyong and Haj ime Itsumi, 1 are

convinced that North Korea still has intimate or even better,
relations with China.

In order to determine which side is correct, this chapter
will first examine the Beijing-Pyongyang-Moscow triangular
relationship according to the following two criteria: (1) the
frequency of visits exchanged between high-ranking officials
(vice ministers and above)

of the PRC and the DPRK as well as

of the USSR and the DPRK, and (2) PRC-DPRK and USSR-DPRK

1 Haj ime Itsumi,
"Ki tachosen no taiga seisaku (North
Korea's Foreign Policy, II Masao Okonogi, Kironi tatsu
kitachosen (North Korea at Crossroad), Nihon kokusai mondai
kenkyusho, 1988, p. 117.

------- .-------
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annual trade volume in the period between 1984 and 1989.
Second, it will examine Sino-North Korean relations between
1984 and 1989·in terms of their respective policies toward
each other, their interests in maintaining such relations, and
the constraints imposed on their foreiqn policy decision
makers.
TABLE I: EXCHANGE OF VISITS BETWEEN PRC AND DPRK
DPRK>PRC

PRC>DPRK

1981 Jan 10-17
Premier Yi Chong-ok
May 12 Foreign
Minister
Wu
Xiuquan
Nov 21-29 ~Kim Yong-nam
Politburo member
Dec 20-24 Premier
Zhao Ziyang
1982

Sept Park Chung-guk
Vice-minister, Defense

Apr. 26-28 CCP Chairman
Hu
Yaobang,
Deng
Xiaoping
Chairman,
Military
commission
June 14-22 Geng Biao
Defense Minister

Sept 15-26 Kim II Sung
Oct. Xi Zhongxun, ViceChair,
Supreme People's Assembly
Oct. Han Xianchu, ViceChair
of
Military
Commission
Oct. Chen Muhua, Minister
of Economic and Foreign
Trade
Nov. Huang Chang-hua, Chairman
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Supreme People's Assembly
(SPA)
1983
June Kim Jong II

May 20-25 Wu Xueqian
Foreign Minister

July DPRK SPA Chairman
Yang Hyong sop
Sept
14
Peng
Zhen,
Chairman,
National People's Congress
1984
Feb. 7-14 Kim Yong-nam
Newly-elected Vice-Premier,
Foreign Minister
May 4-11 Hu Yaobang
CCP General Secretary
Aug. 5-10 Kang Song-san
Premier
Nov. 26-28 Kim II Sung
unofficial visit
1985

Jan. Kong Chin-tae
DPRK Vice Premier

May 4-6 Hu Yaobang
unofficial visit
oct. 24-27 Li Peng
Vice-Premier,
Politburo
member

1986
July 10-14 Tien Jiyun
Vice Premier, Politburo
member
July 12 Yi Chong-ok
Vice-President
oct. 3-6
President
Dec. 28 Kim II Sung
unofficial visit
1987

May 21-26 Kim II Sung
unofficial visit
oct. 5 Yang Hyong Sop
SPA Chairman

Li

Xiannian,
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Nov. 3 Kim Yong-nam, FM
Nov. 7 Premer Yi Run-mo
1988
May 15 Kim Pok-sin
Vice-Premier
May 19 0 Jin-U
Defense Minister

July 9 Xi Zhongxun
Vice-Chair,
People's
Assembly
Sep 7 Yang Shangkun
PRC President

Nov 6 Kim Yong-nam, FM
1989
Mar 15 Ho Tam
Politburo Member

Apr 26 Zhao ziyang
CCP General Secretary

oct 1 Yi chong-ok
Vice-President
Nov Kim 11 Sung

TABLE II: EXCHANGE VISITS BETWEEN DPRK AND USSR
USSR>DPRK

DPRK>USSR
1981
Feb 21 Premier Yi Chong-ok
CPSU 26th Congress
1982
Nov Vice-President Park Song-chul
Brezhnev Funeral
Dec 19 Premier Yi Chong-ok
USSR 26th Founding Ce1eobration
1983

May 16 Vice Premier
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Jul 18-25 USSR SPA ViceChair
1984
Feb 13 Vice President Park
Song-chul, Andropov Funeral
May 16 Kim II Sung
Nov

12-27

Vice

Foreign
Minis
t e r
Kapit
sa

1985
Mar 12-13 Premier Kang Song-san
Chernenko Funeral
Apr 17 Kim Yong-nam, FM
May 7 Vice-President Park Song-chul
o Kuk-yol, Chief of General Staff
Aug
13
First
Deputy
Premier Geydar Aliyev;
First Deputy Defense
Minister Vasiliy Petrov
Sep Admiral Kim Yik Chul
Navy Commander in Chief
Dec 24-28 Premier Kang Song-san
signed a Economic and Trade Protocol,
1986-1990
1986

Jan
19-23
Edward
Shevardnadze, FM
Feb 23-Mar 7 Kang Song-san
CPSU 27th Congress

Jul 3 Admiral
visited Wonsan
Jul 5 Politburo Alternate

oct 22-27 Kim II Sung
1987 None

None

--------------------------------------------------------------
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1988
Feb 21 0 Jin-u
Defense Minister
May 2 Kim Yong-nam
Nov 4 Trade Minister
Nov 17-21 Vice FM
Kim Pok-sin

Dec 24 Shevardnadze, FM

1989
Sources: Pukhan, FBIS.
Note: underlines denote
secretary, premier

heads

of

state,

party

general

TABLE III: KEY POINTS OF CHINESE LEADERS' MAJOR STATEMENTS
Occasion

Time

Key Points

Sources

1970 April Zhou Enlai in DPRK L,B,M,J-,U PR #15 4/10/70 p.14
1970 sept

Fang Yi

PR #40 9/30/70 p.27

J-, U, C

1970 Sept DPRKA (Mao's message) B,M,J,U
1970 Oct KWPA, Li Xiannian
1970 Oct CPVA

PR #37 9/11/70 p.8

J,U,C,B,M PR #42 10/16/70 p.28
L,B,R,M

PR #44 10/30/70 pp.5-8

1971 July CKTA,RMRB,Li Xiannian L,M,J,R PR #29 7/16/71 pp.4-21
1971 July FLWA, RMRB

L,M,C

1971 sept DPRKA,Mao's greeting
1972 sept DPRKA, Li Xiannian

B,M,U,J
L, C

PR #31 7/30/71 p.5
PR #38 9/17/71 p.3
PR #37 9/15/72 p.11

1972 Dec CFM Ji Pengfei in DPRK W*, R

PR #52 12/29/72 p.9

1973 sept DPRKA

PR #37 9/14/73 p.5

1973 Nov CPVA, Ni Chihfu
1973 Nov

RMRB

R

R,2K,K
R

PR #44 11/2/73 p.3
PR #48 11/30/73 p.16
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1974 July CKTA, Li Xiannian

C,W*,R

PR #29 7/19/74 p.4

-------------------------------------------------------------W*,B,K

1974 sept DPRKA, RMRB

PR #37 9/13/74 p.7

-------------------------------------------------------------W*,R
PR #44 11/1/74 p.5
-------------------------------------------------------------1974 Dec Huang Hua in UN
W*,R
PR #49 12/6/74 pp.12-13
1974 Nov CPVA, Chen Xilian

1975 July CKTA Chen Xilian

R

PR V.18 #29 7/18/75 p.3

-------------------------------------------------------------R,W*,B,C
PR #37 9/12/75 p.20

1975 Sept DPRKA, RMRB

1975 Sept Zhang Chuenqiao in DPRK
1975 Oct Huang Hua in UN
oct CPVA, RHRB

C,W*,U PR #39 9/26/75 p.3

L,R,C
R,2K

PR #44 10/31/75 p.16
as above

1976 not available in UA library
1977 July RMRB

W*,B,R,K

PR #27 7/1/77p.18

----------------------------------~---------------------------

1977 sept DPRKA

J-,R,W*

PR #37-38 9/13/77 p.33

1978 Feb RMRB

L,C,B,R,M

PR #5 2/3/78 p.27

1978 Feb RMRB

B,R,2K

PR #7 2/17/78 P.26

1978 May Hua Guofeng in DPRK

B,L,C,G,J@,R,M,K,W*
PR #19 5/12/78 p.S, 14-15

1978 sept DPRKA Deng Xiaoping in DPRK R,K,G PR #37 9/15/78 p.5
1979 July Geng Biao met Kim Hwan W*,2K,K

FBIS Xinhua 7/18/79

1979 Oct DPRKA, Kang Keqing in DPRK U,everlasting friendship
FBIS Xinhua 10/15/79
1979 oct CPVA, Chen Xilien

R,W*,2K,K

FBIS Xinhua 10/26/79

1980 July FLWA, RMRB
1980 July

BR #27 7/7/80 p.7
W*, R

BR #30 7/28/80 pp.6-7

1980 Oct KWPA,Hua Guofeng's message B,J@,R BR #42 10/20/80 p.6
1981 Jan Yi Chong-ok in PRC,Zhao Z.
1981 July CKTA, Wan Li

W*,U,K,2K

1981 Dec Zhao Ziyang in DPRK

U,B

BR #4, 1/26/81 p.8
BR #29, 7/20/81 p.8

W*,R,2K,urge US-DPRK dialogue
BR #1 1/4/82 p.5
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1982 April KISB, Greetings from PRC J-,R,C BR #17 4/26/82 p.6
1982 May Korean Army's Anniversary C,F,2K BR #18 5/3/82 p.ll
1983 July Hu met Yang H.

R

1983 Aug KLWA, Wang Bingnan

W,K,R

1983 Sept DPRKA, Peng Zhen

B,R

1984 May Hu Yaobang in DPRK

R,T,W,S

BR #29 7/18/83 p.8
BR #32 8/8/83 p.8
BR #38 9/19/83 p. 8
BR #20 5/14/84 po17

1984 Nov Kim Il Sung in PRC

Both sides hope
SR, 12/10/84,
the tension on the
p. 6
peninsula can be eased.

1985 May Hu Yaobang in DPRK
1985 Sept

DPRKA

R, B, L

FBIS, 5/8/85, BJDSM

M,S,G,R,K

FBIS 9/13/85 RMRB

1985 Oct Li Peng in DPRK

B, G

FBIS 10/28/85 Xinhua

1986 Jul Tien Jiyun in DPRK

C, R

FBIS 7/18/86

1986 Oct Li xiannian in DPRK

RMRB

W*,K,G
L,B,S,R,G

FBIS 10/6/86 Xinhua
FBIS 10/9/86 Xinhua

1987 May Zhao met Kim Il Sung B, R, G
*Xinhua mentioned
L, B

BR, 6/1/87, p. 5
FBIS, 5/27/87

1987 Nov Zhao met Yi Kun-mo

R, T, G

FBIS 11/10/87 Xinhua

1988 May Qi Jiwei met 0 Jin-u B, R
Deng Xiaoping met 0 R

FBIS 5/17/88 Xinhua
FBIS 5/20/88 Xinhua

1988 Sep Yang Shangkun in DPRK R,B,L,G
1989 Apr Zhao Ziyang in DPRK

R, T, B

FBIS 9/12/88 Xinhua
RMRB, 4/25,27/89

1989 Oct Li Peng met Cha Pong-chu B,L,R

FBIS 10/13/89 BJIS

-------------------------------------------------------------1989 Nov Chinese met Kim Il Sung R, insist on party
leadership

&

Notes
B: PRC-DPRK friendship is sealed in blood
C: comrade-in-arms
F: fraternal friendship

Socialist
road
RMRB,11/13/89
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G: PRC-DPRK friendship will be inherited from generation to

generation
J: support for the just struggle against us imperialists and
Japanese militarism
J-: support for the struggle against US imperialists
J@: support for foreign aggression or interference
K: the Korean issue should be settled by the Koreans
L: China and Korea is as close as lips and teeth
M: military friendship or military unity
R: support for an independent and peaceful reunification
S: PRC-DPRK friendship can stand the test of any great storms
T: support for the pyongyang-Seoul-Washington tripartite talks
U: reunification
w*: us must or should withdraw all of forces from South Korea
W: urge U.s. to withdraw its troops from South Korea
2K: oppose the scheme creating the two Koreas
BR: Beijing Review
FBIS: Foreign Broadcasting Information service, Daily Report
BJDSM: Beijing Domestic Service in Mandarin
RMRB: Renmin Ribao
BJIS: Beijing International service
CPVA: Anniversary of the entry of Chinese People's Volunteers
CKTA:
Anniversary of PRC-DPRK Treaty of Friendship,
cooperation, and Mutual Assistance
DPRKA: Anniversary of the founding of the DPRK
KISB: Kim Il Sung's birthday
KWPA: Anniversary of the foundipg of the Workers' Party of
Korea
FLWA: Anniversary of the victory of Fatherland Liberation War

According to Table I and Table II, in seven of the nine
years between 1981-1989, the number of North Korean highranking officials who visited Beijing exceeded those ranking
visits to Moscow.
equal

number

of

In 1986 Beijing and Moscow received an
North

Pyongyang sent only
five to the

Sovi~t

~ne

Korean

visits,

whereas

in

1985,

high ranking official to China, but

Union.

Quantitatively speaking, in the

nine years, excepting 1985 and 1986, the total exchange of
visits by high ranking officials between Beijing and Pyongyang
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was exceeded by

those of high ranking officials between

Pyongyang and Moscow.

Qualitatively speakingly, the North

Korean high ranking leaders, including Kim II Sung, Kim Jong
II, and the state's premiers went to Beijing eight times.

Kim

II Sung himself visited China five times officially and
unofficially.

Kim Jong II, son of Kim II Sung, paid an

unofficial to the PRC in 1983.

Premiers Kang Song-san and Yi

Kun-mo also each made a trip to China.

Reciprocally, top

Chinese leaders including the President, the CCP's General
Secretary, the Premier and Deng Xiaoping visited pyongyang
seven times.

This phenomenon demonstrates that both sides

needed each other and valued their relations with a relatively
equal concerns.

On the other hand,

the DPRK high ranking officials

visited Moscow seven times.

Kim II Sung went twice, while

premiers Yi Chong-ok and Kang Song-san shared the remaining
five visits.

No Soviet state or party head went to pyongyang

in this period, the visi'ting highest official being First
Deputy Premier Geydar Aliyev in 1985.

This shows that North

Korea ranked low in soviet priorities, while the initiative to
improve Soviet-North Korean ties came from pyongyang.

Thus,

both by quantitative and qualitative indicators, North Korea
had a pro-China tendency throughout the period, wi th the
exception of 1985.
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TABLE IV
PRC-DPRK Total Trade Volume
Volume

USSR-DPRK Total Trade

1970

116

1975

492 [24.4%]

495 [24.5%]

1980

668 [19.8]

925 [26.6]

1983*

530

788.45

1984*

528

909.19

1985

473

1,215.12

1986

514.27

1,720.65

1987

513.30

2,046.68

1988

579.02

2,617.16

[15%]

389 [50.5%]

Source: Kitachosen no keizai to boeki no tenbo: 1985 no
kaikoto 1986 no tenbo (The Prospects of North Korean
Economy and Trade:Retrospect of 1985 and the Prospects
for the Year 1986), Nihon boeki shinkokai (JETRO), 1986,
1987, 1988, 1989.
*Kankoku=taikanminkoku Kitachosen:chosen minshu shugi
j inmin kyowakoku," (Republic of Korea: Democratic People's
Republic of Korea), Nihon kokusai mondai kenkyujo, 1986,
p.184.
[ ] refers to percentage of the total North Korean trade.

The DPRK signed a commercial treaty (1986-1990) with the
USSR in February 1986 and a trade agreement (1987-1991) with
the PRC that september. 2

From 1983 to 1988, Pyongyang-Moscow

total trade increased at an annual average of 1.27 percent,
while Pyongyang-Beijing total trade merely fluctuated between
$513 million and $579 million, except in 1985 when it dropped

2

Masao Okonogi, p. 69.
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to $486 million.

DPRK-Soviet total trade surpassed that of

DPRK-PRC by 148 percent in 1983 and by 450 percent in 1988.
By 1985 the soviet union had become the DPRK's largest trading
partner, accounting for 43 percent of the total trade volume.
North Korea relies almost totally on soviet and East Europe
for capital, trade, and technology.3

To sum up, on the surface Sino-North Korean ties have
not been greatly affected by the growing intimacy of DPRK-USSR
relations since Kim II Sung's visit to Moscow in 1984.

The

frequency of mutual visits between high ranking officials and
top leaders did fall in 1985 and 1986, compared with those of
Soviet-North Korea.

Sino-North Korean total trade was also

down to its lowest level in 1985.

However, several facts

mitigate any direct conclusion from this data.

First, both

China and North Korea valued their mutual relations.

This can

be shown from the way they described them and the fact that
five high ranking officials, Yang Shangkun and Zhao Ziyang on
the Chinese side and Kang Song-san, Yi Kun-mo, Kim Jong 11 on
the North Korean side, made their debut foreign visi ts to
their counterparts in the other country, after they took the
office. In August 1984, North Korean Premier Kang Song San
visi ted the PRC.

Kang said that "when he took up his present

3
Byung-joon
Ahn,
liThe
Moscow-Beijing-Pyongyang
Relationship," in Robert A. Sca1apino and Hongkoo Lee (eds.)
Korea-U.S. Relations: The Politics of Trade and Security,
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988, p. 16.
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post in January this year, President Kim II Sung told him to
first pay an official visit to China and meet its leaders to
promote the growth of friendly relations between the two
countries ••• ,,4

Zhao Ziyang used similar language, saying,

"since I assumed the office of General Secretary, I have a
wish that the first country I visit is the DPRK.

NOw, I am

going to visit the DPRK at the invitation of Kim II Sung,
Korea's Great Leader and General Secretary.

My wish is going

to come true. ,,5

Another point worth noting is that the DPRK, in order to
absorb foreign capital and technology, promulgated a joint
venture law in September 1984 one month after Premier Kang's
visi t

to China.

emulated

China's

This shows that to a degree pyongyang
open door policy.

In

addition,

Kang

reportedly paid special attention to China's light industry
which North Korea was also considering for the improvement of
its people's livelihood.

Though the frequency of PRC-DPRK leaders decreased in
1985 and 1986, Hu Yaobang and Kim II Sung had a summit meeting
on the Sino-North Korean border in 1985.

Hu stressed that "no

force can undermine the Sino-North Korean friendship in which

4

Beijing Review, No. 34, August 20, 1984, p. 6.

s Renmin Ribao (Overseas edition)., April 25, 1989, p. 6.
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the two countries remained as close as lips and teeth. ,,6

The

force he mentioned very likely alluded to the soviet union
which had just strengthened its relations with Pyongyang the
previous year.

Moreover, Kim Xl Sung exchanged visits with Li

Xiannian in 1986.

At the time, the DPRK kept calling for

China-endorsed tripartite talks with South Korea and the
united states,

and in 1985 held the highest North-South

dialogue since 1972.

Chinese mass media hailed 1985 as- the

most fruitful year as we discussed in the first chapter.
Hence, overall Sino-Soviet relations in 1985 and 1986 remained
more posi ti ve than negati ve.

These facts challenge the

argument that the Beijing-Moscow competition for Pyongyang is
a

zero-sum game.

The following section focuses on Sino-North

Korean relations in detail to search out explanation for the
three-way relationship.

China's Interests in North Korea: Political and strategic

China's paramount interest in the DPRK during the 1980s
was political, i.e., to have a stable and peaceful atmosphere
on the peninsula to

facilitate the four modernizations.

Beijing's leaders never hesitated to reiteL"ate their support
for

the

DPRK's

independent

and

peaceful

reunification

proposals and encourage Pyongyang to maintain dialogue with

6 FBIS, Daily Report, Northeast Asia, Beijing Domestic
Service in Mandarin, May 8, 1985.
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South Korea and the United states.

At the same time, they

also urged Washington and Seoul to respond positively to North
Korea's proposals.

As shown by TABLE III, the most frequently

mentioned key phrase, occurring in thirteen out of sixteen
major statements by the Chinese leaders between 1984 and 1989,
is their firm support for peaceful reunification.

In his 1984 speech in Pyongyang, Hu Yaobang stressed that
"the Chinese party and government hope for a durable stability
of the situation on the peninsula.... China stands firmly
behind the reunification of Korea in a confederation by
peaceful means and the proposal for tripartite talks."

He

also called for an American initiative to pull UoS. troops out
of South Korea and to support the realization of the Korean
reunification through negotiations. 7 Zhao Ziyang, in his trip
to North Korea in 1989, hoped that Pyongyang, Seoul, and
Washington

would

reunification.

hold

negotiations

on

the

Korean

Zhao further stated "China hopes that the

united states as one of the parties involved in the Korean
issue would upgrade its level of representation through an
earnest dialogue with the DPRK."

He believed that such ties

could further ease tension on the peninsula while contributing
to the unity of Korea. 8

7

Beijing Review, No. 20, May 14, 1984, p. 8 and p. 17.

8

Beijing Review, No. 19, May 8-14, 1989, p. 10.
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Regarding the demand for withdrawal of American forces in
South Korea, in the 1970s, Chinese used harsh rhetoric such as
"must," "should," "have to", "immediately," and ucompletely"
to express their concern.

They shifted to the suave and

conciliatory tone about 1983 and the harsh rhetoric actually
disappeared after 1985.

In 1972, Li Desheng pointed out that

"the question of the reunification of Korea should be solved
by the Korean people themselves and brooks no interference by
outside forces.

The US imperialists must stop interfering in

the internal affairs of Korea and must withdraw all its troops
stationed in South Korea. ,,9

Greeting Yang Hyong Sop, the

Supreme People's Assembly (SPA) Chairman of the DPRK, in 1983
Hu Yaobang said "this reunification can be realized only on
the premise that all foreign troops withdraw from South
Korea. ,,10

He did not specifically mention the united States,

or use terms like "must" and "should."

In the same year, Wang

Bingnan, President of the Chinese People's Association for
Friendship with Foreign Countries,

also urged the united

states to withdraw its troops from South Korea and let the
Korean people settle their own affairs. 11
visited North Korea.

When Li Xiannian

he did not refer to the withdrawal of

the US forces from the south.

Instead he demanded that "the

US government and the South Korean authorities must respond
9

Peking Review, No. 31, August 4, 1972, p. 5.

10

Beijing Review, No. 29, July 18, 1983, p. 9.

11

Beijing Review, No. 32, August 8, 1983, p. 8.
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actively to these proposals by stopping annual large-scale
military exercises and exploring seriously with the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea practical means of relaxing the
si tuation in the Korean Peninsula in order to create a
favorable atmosphere for discussion of a peaceful solution to
the reunification of Korea. ,,12

Chinese tend to describe Sino-North Korean relations as
"as close as lips and teeth" in order to show their intimacy.
In a strategic sense,
mutually dependent.

this means that their security is

Neither side can survive alone.

In this

case, lips refer to Korea and teeth to China (the original
phase is Chuen wang chi han);
teeth will

feel

cold.

when the lips are gone, the

In 1971,

at a

Peking rally in

celebration of the Ninth Anniversary of Sino-Korean Treaty of
Friendship Cooperation and Mutual Assistance, Yao Wenyuan
indicated that "China and Korea are fraternal neighbors linked
by the same mountains and rivers and closely related like the
lips and teeth and their security is inseparable. ,,13

This

sheds light on why Chinese have fought four times for Korea. 14

12

Beijing Review, No. 41, October 13, 1986, p.6.

13

Peking Review, No. 29, July 16, 1971, p. 7.

14 The Tang Dynasty helped the Shilla Kingdom to defeat
Japanese in the seventh century; the Ming Dynasty sent an army
to counter Hideyoshi' s Japanese troops in the seventeenth
century; the Ch'ing Dynasty went to war with Japan in 1894;
and the Chinese People's Volunteers fought with North Koreans
in the Korean war in the 1950s.
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By the same token, the intrusion of America's reconnaissance
planes into Manchuria in 1950 and Washington's

ignoring

Beijing's warnings against crossing the 38th parallel prompted
China to cross the Yalu River and fight side by side with
North Korea against the united states.

The Chinese felt that

if they did not defend North Korea, they would be the next
victim of "the American imperialists."

North Korea adjoins northeast China, the most important
heavy industry center.

The area is vulnerable to incursion

because of location and terrain.
Japan separately invaded here.

In this century, Russia and
Hence, as long as the Sino-

soviet confrontation lasted, the Chinese wanted good relations
with Pyongyang, lest they be threatened from two fronts.

However, the frequency of mentioning the code words for
strategic interest decreased in the major statements of
Chinese leaders in the 1980s.

In Table III shows that on nine

out of sixteen significant occasions in 1984-89,

Chinese

leaders depicted PRC-DPRK friendship as friendship forged in
blood.

In the 1970s, Chinese used the term "as close as lips

and teeth" more than eight times. Then, they dropped it in the
period of 1979-1984 and used the phrase five times from 1985
through 1989.

In_addition, such strong rhetoric as IIstruggle

against the us imperialists and Japanese militarismll was first
replaced

with

another,

without

reference

to

Japanese
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militarism, after 1972, one year before Beijing established
diplomatic relations with Tokyo.

Then,

a code word for

foreign aggression was reintroduced in 1978 one year before
the Sino-American normalization.

Finally, the "coden was

superseded by the phrase "support the struggle for independent
and peaceful reunification of Korea."

North Korean Interests in China: Political and Military

While not a superpower, China is a major power and a
permanent member of the U.N. Security council.

Thus from

Pyongyang's viewpoint, it has considerable influence in world
affairs.

For example, after Kim Jong Il's position as heir

apparent had been settled in the Sixth Congress of the WPK,
Kim Il Sung visited Beijing in September 1982, apparently for
its endorsement.

As a result, Chinese leaders recognized the

fait accompli, at least implicitly. They hosted Kim Jong Il on
a secret visit to Beijing in June 1983, and paid their "best
respects" to both Kims in public thereafter.

When Yang Hyong

Sop, Chairman of the DPRK's SPA, came to China in July of the
same year, Hu Yaobang, in greeting Yang, said that IIKim Jong
Il, one of the principal

leader~

of the Korea Wo=kers' Party,

had made an invi ted but unannounced visit to China last
month." Hu indicated that "his visit has further enhanced the
amity between the two parties, two countries, and the people
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of China and Korea. ,,15

Hu Yaobang, in his 1984 speech in

Pyongyang, said, "In the past two days, Comrade Yang Shangkun
and I have had a full exchange of views with Comrades Kim II
Sung and Kim Jong lIon the current world situation ••• ,,16

Moreover, in the mid-1980s both sides began to declare
that

their

friendship

generation to another.

should

be

handed

down

from

one

Table III reveals that on five out of

fifteen occasions, Chinese leaders

me~tioned

this fact.

When

welcoming Hu Yaobang in May 1984, Kim II Sung, said the visit
"aimed at passing the Korean-Chinese friendship down through
many generations. 1117

The Beij ing Review commented about Kang

Song-san's visit to Beijing in August 1984 and reaffirmed that
Sino-Korean

friendship

generation. 18
hand advisors.

would

develop

from

generation to

Kang was known as one of Kim Jong II's right
After meeting Kim II Sung in Beijing in June

1987, Zhao Ziyang also indicated that lithe two leaders agreed
that the friendship between the two parties and the two people
will last from generation to generation. 1119

Pyongyang also

hoped that China's acceptance of the father-to-son succession
IS

Beijing Review, No. 29, July 18, 1983, pp. 8-9.

16

Beijing Review, No. 20, May 14, 1984, p. 17.

17

Beijing Review, No. 21, May 21, 1984, p. 22.

18 IIKorean Premier's visit A Success, II Beij ing Review, No.
34, August 20, 1984, p. 6.
19 IIKorean Leader Welcomed in China, II Beij ing Review, No.
22, June 1, 1987, p. 5.
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might elicit endorsements from other socialist countries led
by the soviet Union and from other countries in the Third
World.

The calculation proved correct when Kim II Sung

concluded his unusually long journey to the Soviet union and
six East European countries in May 1984.

By

comparison

with

the

soviet

Union,

Beijing

has

responded positively to Pyongyang's sense of international
isolation.

Thus, after the Rangoon explosion in 1983, Zhao

Ziyang was reported to convey the North Korean tripartite talk
proposal to Washington during his visit to the united states.
While South Korea hosted the Tenth Asian Games in 1986,
President Li xiannian visited Pyongyang just before they
ended. 20

In the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games,

China and the

Soviet Union participated, despite North Korea's boycott, but
President

Yang

Shangkun

attended

the

DPRK

celebration just before the games began.

National

Day

This was Yang's

first foreign visit after taking office; he was also the
highest ranking guest that day.

By giving political rather

than material support, China compensates for its inability to
provide advanced weapons and economic aid comparable to that
from the Soviet union.

Another important and unique function, which the Soviet

20

1986.

Foreign Broadcasting Information Service, October 7,
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union does not perform, is China's role as spokesman for
Pyongyang

toward

countries with whom North

Korea

lacks

diplomatic

relations.

In this regard, the united states and

Japan

two major

targets

are

technology.

for

acquiring

capital

When visiting Washington in January,

and

1984,

Premier Zhao Ziyang advanced the tripartite talk proposal to
President Reagan. 21

Hu Yaobang also mentioned that "we have

passed some messages from the northern part of Korea to the us
government.

We hope that the us administration will take

seriously the just stand of the Korean side, and settle this
problem step by step through contacts and negotiations." 22

Reportedly, Kim II Sung and Hu Yaobang agreed in 1985
that China would offer Beij ing for DPRK-US meetings. 23
March 1987, Beijing helped to arrange,
decisions by the U. S.
contact.
to

In

and then praised,

and the DPRK to allow diplomatic

It claimed this improved the prospects for dialogue

settle

problems

existing

between

the

two

nations.~

However, contact was delayed for a year because of the 1987
21
John J. Metzler, liThe China Connection and North
Korea's Emergence from Isolation," The Asian Review, Vol. III,
No.4, winter, 1984, p. 120.

22

Beijing Review, No. 21, May 21, 1984, p. 22.

23

FBIS, Kyod? News service, April 1, 1987.

~ Xinhua headline commentary "Korea-U. S. Dialogue is Good
Intention" by Zheng Baoqin, FBIS, PRC, March 20, 1987; "DPRKUS Dialogue: A Good Omen," Renmin Ribao (Overseas edition),
March 21, 1987, p. 6.
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Korea Airline

tragedy.~

Then, from November 1988 to December

1989, Chinese good offices helped North Korea and the united
states meet five times at the consular level in Beijing. 26
Moreover, in his trip to Tokyo, Li Peng told Premier Takeshida
that China welcomed Japan's intention to have governmental
dialogue with the DPRK and was willing to serve as a bridge to
promote the improvement of Japan-North Korean relations. n

Given the fact that increased Beijing-Seoul unofficial
contacts after the 1983 hijacking incident did not result in
any visible strains in Sino-North Korean relations,

Beijing

and Pyongyang apparently reached some kind of understanding.
Since they could not prevent China from contact with South
Korea, the North Koreans probably decided to acquiesce in
exchange for China's promise to confine these relations to the
non-governmental level.

When receiving the DPRK Foreign

Minister Kim Yong-nam in November 1988, Li Peng was reported
to have said, "We have explicitly elucidated to the whole
~ On November 29, 1987, Korean Air Flight 858 exploded in
midair over Burma. 115 passengers aboard were killed. Later,
Kim Hyon Hui, one surviving North Korean terrorist, confessed
in Seoul in January 1988 that she and another male secret
agent, who committed suicide after the incident, blew up the
airliner under. the personal instruction of Kim Jong II; Ahn
Byung-joon, "North-South Korean Relations and the Major
Powers," Robert A. Scalapino, Seizaburo Sato and Han Sung-joo,
Asian Security Issues: Regional and Global, Berkeley,
University of California, 1988, p. 204.
26
Kitachosen seisaku toko
(North Korean Policy
Orientation), Vol. 3, No. 159, March 15, 1990, pp. 20-21.

n Yomiuri Shinbun, April 13, 1989.
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world that we would not develop any kind of political
relations with South Korea. ,,28

Pyongyang stood to gain as

well as lose by such an understanding.

On the positive side,

it could elicit a commitment from Beijing not to adopt a twoKorea policy.

Furthermore, North Korea might gain access to

South Korean technology via China.

Although China cannot

provide Pyongyang with the most advanced weapons, its arms are
still very usable.

This serves as an alternative to Soviet

supplies, especially when Moscow refuses to provide them.

For

instance, from 1975 to 1984, because the Soviet union refused
to provide North Korea with sophisticated jet fighters such as
MIG-23s,29

China offered its F-7 to Pyongyang. 30

constraints on Pyongyang

An "Un-Marxist" Political Succession?

After the WPK's sixth Congress in October, 1980, Kim Jong
Il was elected to three important posts: the second-ranking
secretary, the fourth-ranking member of the Politburo and its

28 Cao Shigong (Shunj i Hiraiwa translated), "Chugoku no
chosen hanto seisaku: aru chugokujin gakusha no shikaku
(China's Korea Policy: A Chinese Scholar's Perspective),"
Kokusai seiji (International Politics), October 1988, p. 58.
29 Chin U. Chung, Pukbang samkka kuangye, Seoul: Pommunsa,
1985, p. 184.
30
Young Whan Khil, "North Korea's New Pragmatism,"
Current History, April, 1986, p. 166.
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Presidium,

and the third-ranking member of the Military

commission. 31
his father.

In terms of actual power, he is just next to
Kim Jong II's position as the heir apparent was

officially authorized.

However, this kind of father-to-son succession is not
only anathema to Marxism which views hereditary succession as
a feudal remnant, but is unprecedented in the Communist bloc.
Because of these reasons, the legitimacy of the North Korean
political succession is questionable.
court

the

two

Communist

giants

Pyonqyang thus has to

whose

endorsements

are

essential and extremely important to the survival of the
junior Kim's regime.

With the advent of the 1980s, political succession has
become another factor which restricts Pyongyang's diplomatic
choices because North Korea needs China and the soviet Union
to smoothly complete the power transfer. 32

The Unfreezing of Sino-Soviet Relations

The Deng-Gorbachev summit in May 1989 formally ended
31 B. C. Koh,
"Political Succession in North Korea," a
paper presented to a conference on the Asian Communism in
Chicago in May, 1984, p. 12.
32 Masao okonogi, liThe Korean Peninsula: The Revival of
the Old Equilibrium in the New Context," Journal of Northeast
Asian Studies, spring 1989, p. 61.
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three decades of ideological clashes and brought Sino-Soviet
relations back to normal. This rapprochement diminished North
Korea's chances to exploit Beijing-Moscow disputes and to
further its interests.

Furthermore, the two communist giants

are undertaking similar economic reforms with a capitalistic
approach and adopting an open door policy toward the west.
Worst of all, the growing convergence of their policies toward
the

Korean

peninsula

separates

economics

from politics,

conducting indirect trade with Seoul, and recognizing the de
facto existence of South Korea. 33

These developments place

additional pressure on Pyongyang.

Seoul's Successful Offensive Diplomacy Versus Pyongyang's
Diplomatic Failure

Every South Korean diplomatic move is invariably viewed
by Pyongyang as a strategy directed against it.

Seoul's

aggressive and successful diplomatic initiatives since the
early 1980s can be classified into three categories: general
foreign policy, northern policy, and North-South relations.

Seoul's

diplomatic

pressure

constitutes

the

third

constraint on North Korean foreign policy. Major General Chun

33 see Chapter V for China's Korea policy; the noticeable
shift of Soviet Korea policy appeared on Gorbachev's speech in
Krasnoyarsk on sept 16, 1988, just before the opening of
Seoul's Olympic Games.
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Hwan seized power through a coup d'etat in December 1979.

Fully aware of how the South Korean people who had long
desired

a civilian government resented the military-dominated

administration, Chun attempted to consolidate power through
every possible means.

In addition to the purge of dissidents

and former government employees on the pretext of corruption
and national security, he made strenuous efforts to enhance
the prestige of Korea in the international arena.

He actively

expanded foreign relations and involved Korea in large scale
international activities so as to win more support inside and
outside Korea.

To prevail over Pyongyang in the North-South

competition for legitimacy was another motivation, hence his
exchange of visits with President Reagan and Premier Nakasone,
and his tour of the ASEAN (the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations) countries (1981).

He further travelled to Canada,

Kenya, Nigeria, Gabon, and Senegal (1982), and to England,
west Germany, Belgium, and France (1986).

His decision to

host the 1986 Asian Games and the 1988 Olympic Games were part
of the same initiative.

Among third world countries in the UN assembly,

34

supported Seoul in the 1981 annual Korean issue vote, while 39
backed up Pyongyang.
successful

diplom~tic

the south in 1987.

But as a resul t

of South Korea's

initiatives, the vote reversed to favor

Pro-south nations increased to 64; pro-

North decreased to 29.

Moreover in 1987,

58 countries
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recognized South Korea as the sole "legitimate regime on the
peninsula, while 34 granted diplomatic recognition only to
North Korea.

101 had diplomatic relations with both

Koreas.~

A major goal of South Korean foreign policy is to deter
North Korea from military adventures.

Chun not only sought to

strengthen ties with Washington and Tokyo but also to improve
relations with the Soviet Union and Communist China.

In

Chun's eyes, having good relations with the four major powers
might improve national security and force the North to take a
soft posture, eventually negotiating unification.

Relations
unprecedentedly

between
amicable

South
due

epoch-making exchange of visits.

Korea
to

and

the

two

Japan
top

became
leaders'

Korea had been ruled by the

Japanese for 35 years, from 1910 to 1945.

Seoul-Tokyo ties

had been haunted with this historical memory since the end of
World War II, even though relations were reestablished in
1965.

Premier Nakasone's trip to Korea in January 1983, and

President Chun's visit to Japan in August 1984 lowered this
psychological barrier.

In his trip, Nakasone agreed to offer

South Korea a $4 billion loan.

Chun's trip had three goals.

First, he wanted to get Japanese Emperor Hirohito's formal

~ Cho Ki-joo, "Sin detangtu mutuwa hanguk ui pukbang
chongch'aek (New Detente Mood and South Korea's Nordpolitik),
Kukjie Munjie (Journal of International Affairs), February
1988, p. 30.
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apology for

atrocities against the Korean people during

Japan's colonial rule.

Second, to improve the unfavorable

trade deficit, he asked for technology transfers.

Finally, he

sought Japanese support for his recent new proposals on
unification.

Generally speaking, in addition to political

support from both Washington and Tokyo, President Chun's main
efforts are to maintain the military balance by securing
the

American troop

presence

and

arms,

while

sustaining

economic superiority over Pyongyang through Japanese
economic aid and technology transfer.

North-South Relations

Proposals for dialogue and unification are constantly
used

by the

two

Koreas

international arena.

to

improve their

image

in the

In January 1981, Chun took the offensive

by calling for "an exchange of visits between the highest
authorities. II

In his 1982 New Year Policy Statement, he

further proposed: (1) to "organize a Consultative Conference
for National Reunification with participants from two sides
and authorize this body to draft a constitution II for a unified
democratic republic of Korea; (2) to hold a referendum to make
the draft constitution into law; and (3) to form a unified
legislature and government through a general election under
the provisions of the constitution.
August 20,

In a press conference on

1984, Chun expressed South Korea's hope for a
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meeting with North Korea to start commercial trade and joint
ventures.

He said:

The trade and economic exchange between South Korea and
North Korea are now under way through a third country.
For the common prosperity of South and North Korea, there
is no reason that we cannot have direct transactions.
South Korea can sell daily necessities, medicine, cars,
and machines to North Korea, while North Korea can
provide us with natural resources like coal and
iron •••• in order to improve the North Korean people's
life, South Korea is willing to provide technology and
material goods for them if they agree.
Chun reiterated, "I hope we can organize a single team
with

North

Korea

on

the

basis

of

a

single

nation

to

participate in the 1986 Asian Games and the 1988 Summer
Olympics which will be held in our country. II

In September

1984, while in Japan, Chun again called for a summit meeting
in Tokyo between South and North Korean leaders.

In

addition, with a view to solving the issue of ten million
families separated by the division of the peninsula and the
war, the South in 1985 proposed to reopen the South-North Red
Cross talks.

Northward Policy

The South Korean government believed that the Soviet
Union and Communist China would prevent North Korea from
military adventures against the South if South Korea could
acquire good ties wi th these two communist giants who are
North Korea's major allies and have decisive influence in
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Pyongyang's decision-making.

Thus, Seoul took advantage of

every possible chance to approach Peking and Moscow.

For the

sake of North Korea, over whom communist China and Russia have
competed since their dispute in the 1960s, neither China nor
Russia reacted positively to South Korea's initial signals of
good will.

However, the 1983 hijacking incident and the

Rangoon explosion led China to improve relations with South
Korea through unofficial channels. These unofficial relations
greatly improved after 1983, despite Pyongyang's protests. By
1985,

sino-South Korean indirect trade through Hong Kong

amounted to $ 648 million, 1.7 times the 1984 trade volume and
above the Beijing-Pyongyang trade of $ 473 million the same
year. 3.5

In spite of Pyongyang's boycott of the 1986 Seoul

Asian Games, China sent the largest delegation.

The emergence of Gorbachev in 1985 contributed to the
improvement of Moscow-Seoul relations.

Moscow joined Beij ing

in attending the 1988 Seoul Olympic games, although Pyongyang
remained absent.

Moreover, the Soviet union decided to set up

a consular office in Seoul.

In addition, due to the success

of South Korea's diplomatic maneuvers and the collapse of
Communist rule in East Europe, Seoul was able to establish
diplomatic ties with Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia in 1989.
This

brought

3.5

the

number

of

countries

Rafu Shinpo, October 25, 1986.

having

diplomatic
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relations with the south to 133.

South Korea's bilateral

trade with socialist countries doubled from $2.1 billion in
1987 to $4.6 billion in 1989 with Seoul-Beijing trade at $3.1
million.~

billion and Seoul-Moscow at $600

The October 1983 Rangoon explosion and the November 1987
Korean

Air

passenger

plane

bombing

cost

North

Korea

considerably in its global competition with South Korea.

The

former contributed to China's decision to shift from a one
Korea to a de facto two-Korea policy.

And North Korea per se

became further dependent on Soviet and Chinese poli tical
support

in

the

international

arena

for

alleviating

international sanctions and isolation.

After the Tiananmen Massacre in June 1989, Sino-North
Korean relations

improved through the frequency of high

ranking Pyongyang official visits to China.

Chinese media,

Renmin Ribao in particular, increased their reporting of North
Korean support for the crackdown on the democracy movement and
condemnation of imperialists.

In November 1989 Kim II Sung

suddenly made an informal visit to Beijing.

Deng and other

high officials welcomed him at the railway station.

Both

sides highlighted their desire to maintain party leadership
and proceed along the Socialist road.

Most likely, fearing

the backlash of East European reformist trends contrary to his
36

Shijie Ribao (The Chinese Daily), March 12, 1990.
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closed door policy, Kim discussed with his hosts these recent
developments to secure China's support and possibly work out
common measures against these

trends.~

Foreign policy is influenced by leadership perception of
the international system.

Forced to compete with South Korea

for legitimacy, the pyongyang authorities have paid special
attention to national security.

Their perception of the

balance of power on the Korean peninsula invariablY affects
their policies towards the PRC and the USSR.

In 1965, alarmed

by the Seoul-Tokyo normalization of relations, they decided to
return

to Moscow's

arms.

They signed two new defence

agreements with the Kremlin and acquired such soviet advanced
weapons

as

missiles. 38

submarines,

T-55

tanks,

and

surface-to-air

Likewise Kim II Sung went to Moscow in 1984 after

America started to deliver F-16s to Seoul in 1983. 39

As

Byung-joon Ahn points out, the DPRK seemed to strike a balance
between Beij ing and MOscow,

as the two communist giants

37 Allen S. Whiting, "China's Foreign Relations after 40
years," Anthony J. Kane (ed.), China Briefing, Boulder, co:
westview Press, 1990, p. 78.
38 Donald S. Zagoria, "North Korea: Between Moscow and
Beijing," in Robert A. Scalapino and Jun-Yop Kim (eds)
North Korea Today:Strategic and Domestic Issues,
Berkeley:University of California Press, 1983, p. 358.
39 Sung-joo Han, "South Korea and the united States:Past,
Present, and Future," in Gerald L. curtis and sung-joo Han
(eds) The U.S.-South Korean Alliance: Evolving Patterns in
security Relations, Lexington, Mass.:Lexington Books,
1983, p. 225.
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attempted to improve their relatioris while also seeking to
maintain good ties with Washington in

1985-88.~

Again, Kim

suddenly visited Beijing in November 1989 immediately after
East Germany opened the door to West Germany and pledged
political reform.

This followed earlier dramatic changes in

Poland and Hungary.

Northeast Asia
multipolar system.

is

a

region

of

a

roughly

balanced

The DPRK is only part of a nation on the

peninsula which is directly and indirectly influenced by
China, Japan, the U. S., and the soviet Union.

since the

Korean war in the 1950s, all four major powers have favored
the status quo and have prevented any single country or a bloc
of

countries

from

dominating

the

area.

Under

such

circumstances, it is very hard for North Korea to initiate
military adventures against the South without support from its
patron countries.
their

adversary,

Pyongyang leaders face the challenge of
South Korea,

plus

Seoul's

two

allies,

Washington and Tokyo, and positioned between the two gigantic
communist allies, they actually do not have many choices open
to them.

Furthermore, because of its size and meager natural

resources, North Korea needs much more from the major powers
than they need from it.

Foreign policies toward the PRC and

~
Byung-joon
Ahn,
"The
Moscow-Beijing-pyongyang
Relationship," Robert A. Scalapino and Hongkoo Lee (eds.),
Korea-U. S. Relations: The Politics of Trade and Security,
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1988, p. 13.
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the USSR jointly occupy the greatest part of North Korea's
total diplomatic considerations,

while in sharp contrast

Pyongyang is just a small portion in the global configuration
of Beijing's and Moscow's foreign policy.

As a consequence,

Pyongyang can hardly bear to lose either Beijing or Moscow.

Conclusion

In short, since the 1950s except during the first part of
Cultural Revolution of 1966-1969, Sino-North Korean bilateral
relations

have

conflictual.

been

more

intimate

and

cooperative

than

Unlike some negative analyses, the record shows

that between 1984 and 1989, Beijing-pyongyang ties did not
become

strained

due

to

Moscow-Pyongyang relations.

the

growing

intimacy

of

Sino-North Korean relations are

described as an "invincible militant friendship and a unity
sealed in blood between the peoples of Korea and China. ,,41
The consistent North Korean policy is to do its best to
maintain intimate relations with the two Communist giants.
Even though North Korea ha6;;trained ties with either one,
Pyongyang authorities keep silent so that their relations will
not be worsened beyond redemption.

They also are prepared to

adjust policy to accommodate to the two giants.

It is worth noting that in the 1980s the harsh rhetorical
41

FBIS Daily Report: China, Xinhua, october 7, 1986.
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attacks against American imperialism and the "WashingtonSeoul-Tokyo" military alliance by the Pyongyang media never
appeared in the statements by the high-ranking DPRK officials
to their Chinese counterparts.
condemned U. S.

imperialism and the triple alliance when

speaking in Moscow.

However, this was missing in his 1986

welcome to President Li
"to

prevent

In October 1986, Kim II Sung

war

and

Xiannian.~

create

a

Instead, he stated that

peaceful

environment

for

socialist construction" is "a consistent policy" of the PRC
and the DPRK. 43

In addition to referring to North Korea's

efforts to promote peace on the Korean peninsula by advancing
a variety of proposals, in his visit to Beijing in 1987, Kim
effusively stated his appreciation for Chinese help.

He

declared, "The fraternal Chinese people who have helped us in
the past when our people were standing the test of hard times,
are now actively supporting us in our attempt to gain a total
victory of socialism and national reunification ••• The Korean
people have not forgotten what China has done for them.,,44
However,

the Chinese leaders did not mention "friendship

sealed in blood" or describe the relations lias close as lips
and teeth"

this time.

Rather, it was Kim who characterized

Sino-North Korean ties as sealed in blood and having stood all
tests of history.

Furthermore, he said that "the smooth

42

FBIS Daily-Report:China, Xinhua, October 6, 1986.

43

Ibid.

44

Beijing Review, No.22, June 1, 1987, p. 5.
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advance of China's drive toward the four modernizations is a
great encouragement for the Korean people."

These words

signaled that North Korea had adjusted to accommodate China's
new pragmatic foreign policy by saying something favorable so
as to win Chinese support.

With the Sino-Soviet rift in the 1960s and through the
1970s, Pyongyang, fluctuating between China and the Soviet
Union,
another.

extracted

considerable

benefit

from

with the advent of the 1980s,

one

side

or

an unfavorable

international environment and domestic political and economic
problems noticeably weakened North Korea's position with the
two

Communist

giants.

However,

because

Moscow

shared

strategic and economic interests with the North and Beijing
had strategic and political interests in Pyongyang, the DPR!{
on the whole enjoyed good relations with both neighbors
between 1984-1989.

The rapprochement between Beij ing and

Moscow by no means resulted in only negative consequences.

On

the positive side, North Korea could keep good ties with both
countries with no fear of offending either side thereby.
From another viewpoint, Pyongyang is closer militarily and
economically to Moscow while politically and culturally it has
better relations with Beijing.

Finally,

China

shifted

its

strategic to political interests.

highest

priority

from

This was reflected in the
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major speeches and statements of Chinese leaders in the period
1984-1989.

Thus the leadership and mass media deliberately

decreased the frequency of using the term "as close as lips
and teeth"
describe

with

its

Sino-North

emphasis on strategic
Korean

relations.

interests to
Instead,

they

repeatedly stressed support for North Korean proposals to ease
tension on the peninsula and for the peaceful and independent
reunification formula of the Federal Republic of Koryo.
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CHAPTER V
SINO-SOUTH KOREAN RELATIONS: TOWARD NORMALIZATION?

The People's Republic of-China (PRC) and South Korea had
no contact at all for three decades after the end of the
Korean war.

While China held an antagonistic posture toward

South Korea throughout thiG

pe~iod,

the authorities in Seoul

shifted from a hostile to a compromising posture at the
beginning of the 1970s.

At last, an unexpected hijacking in

May 1983 brought about the first official contact between the
two countries.

This

incident along with the subsequent

Rangoon explosion in October of the same year led China to
decide to inaugurate unofficial ties with South Korea.

Since

then, Beijing-seoul relations have improved greatly at nongovernmental levels.

The focus of this chapter is to explore respective South
Korean and Chinese motivations for initiating relations as
well as their interests in maintaining such relations, to
evaluate their current foreign policies toward each other, and
finally to diagnose problems of their relations.

The Evolution of South Korean Foreign Policy Toward China

Korea's situation is unique because of its location.
Therefore,

South Korea has to be very sensitive to the
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international political milieu and to quickly adjust its
foreign

policy

accordingly

considered by the

u.s.

The

0

Korean

peninsula

is

and the adjacent major powers, China,

Japan, and Russia, as a buffer zone which directly affects
their national security. Partly because Korea is pertinent to
the national interests 'of the four major powers, and partly
because the peninsula is divided into two countries with
diametrically

different

ideologies

and

social

systems,

politics there are constantly fluid and ever-changing.

The June 23, 1973 Declaration

As a result of the 1972 Sino-American rapprochement and
the establishment of diplomatic ties between China and Japan
the

same

year,

dramatically

South

shifted

Korean

South

President

Korea's

Park

foreign

Chun

policy

Hee
from

uncompromising anti-communism to accommodation with communist
countries.

In his Seven-point Declaration for Peace and

Unification on June 23, 1973, President Park announced that
South Korea wished to open its door to all the nation$ of the
world, including those countries with different ideologies, on
the

condition

of

reciprocity.l

The main goal

of

this

announcement was to open South Korea's door to socialist

1 - - - - - - - , "Foreign Ministry Issues Statement on sixth
Anniversary of June 23 Special Foreign Policy Statement" in
SouthNorth Dialogue in Korea, No. 22, October, 1979, pp.

11-15.
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countries led by the Soviet Union and China, so as to build
sUbstantial relations through unofficial exchanges. 2

The

theory behind this policy is that cooperation in non-political
fields, which are less controversial, will eventually lead to
collaboration
dimensions.

in

political

areas.

Thus,

it

has

two

The first, a short-term goal, is to open trade

and other unofficial ties with communist countries.

The

second goal, which is long-term, is to expand these unofficial
contacts into the political arena in one form or another, and
finally to establish diplomatic ties. 3
targets of the new initiative was China.

One' of the main
Since 1973 Seoul has

taken advantage of every possible chance to approach Beijing.

President Park was assassinated in 1979; his successor,
President Chun
policy.

000

Hwan continued to pursue Park', s foreign

Thus, President Chun, while visiting the united

states in 1981 expressed his willingness to improve ties with
China.

He said, "If the People's Republic of China is a

friend of the united States, I think I can extend the logic

2
Chon Nak-hee, hanguk ui pukbang chongch'ae kwa
han. chung kuangyae (South Korea's Northward Policy and SinoSouth Korean Relations, Journal of International Affairs,
September 1988, p. 51.
3 Lim Kon-on, "chei tangye ui turokan hanguk ui pukbang
woegyo (South Korean Northern Policy at the Second Stage),
Journal of International Affairs, October, 1988, p. 114.
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and say a friend of a friend is less of a threat to us. ,,4
Subsequently, in reply to

a~

magazine interview, President

Chun iterated that the Republic of Korea would like to have
exchanges of goods and people with countries of different
ideology on the basis of reciprocity.

Moreover, he asked

America to help his country lito persuade China to engage in an
exchange of goods, to recognize the Republic of Korea (ROK)
and help the ROK become a member of the united Nations.

Then,

the United states could recognize the existence of North
Korea. ",5

The PRC did not react positively to Seoul's signals of
good will until the early 1980s.

This was a consequence of

China not wanting to hurt its relations with Pyongyang.
Moreover, its rivalry with the Soviet Union over North Korea
prevented it from making overtures toward South Korea.

Northward Policy

South Korea's efforts to improve ties wi th socialist
countries, the Soviet union and China in particular, since the
early 1970s was formally named by the late Foreign Minister
Lee Bum Suk, the "northward policy" (Nordpolitik) in 1983.
4Choi, Chang-yoon, "Korea and China:Current Issues and
Future Prospects," The Journal of Asiatic Studies, Vol. XXV,
No.1, January, 1982, p. 12.
,5

Ibid.
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Lee stated that lithe continuation of a south-North dialogue
and the promotion of Nordpolitik are two sides of the same
coin.

They interact with each other.

The normalization of

relations with China and the soviet union is our government's
major diplomatic goal in the 1980s."6 Former Foreign Minister
Choe Kwang-soo also clearly pointed out that lithe primary goal
of the northward policy is to establish a new south-North
relationship by· way of approaching China and the soviet
Union. 117

Broadly speaking, this northward policy refers to

the entire communist bloc, including China, the soviet Union,
and the East European countries.

But, in a more narrow sense,

it means the two communist giants to the north of the DPRK and
South Korea.

President Roh Tae-woo's Declaration of July 7, 1988 was
a major departure from traditional South Korean diplomacy.
The statement ended the traditional strategy of supremacy and
of

isolating

North

Korea

in

the

international

arena. 8

President Roh announced that his government would not oppose
nations friendly with Seoul trading with Pyongyang, provided
that this does not involve military goods, and would
6

lik~

to

Christian science Monitor, July 13, 1983.

7Lee Myong-sik, "pukbang woegyo chongch'ae ch'ujin kwa
chonmang (The Prospects and Promotion of Northward Policy),"
Kukje Munje (Journal of International Affairs), September
1988, p. 29.
8 Sang-Seek Park, "Northern Diplomacy and Inter-Korea
Relations," Korea and World Affairs, winter, 1988, p. 709.
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help North Korea improve relations with the United states and
Japan. 9

The Highlight of Past Sino-South Korean Relations

By and large,

Sino-South Korean relations after the

Korean War can be divided into three periods: 1950-1977,
1978-1982, and 1983 to 1989.

In the early years after the

Korean War both sides regarded each other with hostili ty •
However, toward the end of this period the ROK attempted to
promote friendly contacts with China although there were no
overt contacts.

During the second period, several forms of

contact were initiated.

China for the first time allowed four

resident Korean nationals to repatriate to South Korea for
permanent

residence

Subsequently,

six

in

1978

Koreans

were

and

nine

allowed

more
by

in

the

1979.
Chinese

government to return to South Korea for permanent residence
and one for visit in 1980; in 1982, permission was granted to
twenty-three more to live there and twenty to visit. IO

During the second phase, trade between the two countries
began secretly in 1979. This was done through third countries,
9 Byung-joon Ahn, "South Korea's New Nordpolitik," Korea
and World Affairs, winter, 1988, p. 693.

10 Chong, Yong-sok,
"Chungkong ui taehanyinsik pyonhwa
kwajong (The Changing Process of China's Perception of South
Korea)," Pukhan, April, 1984, p. 79.
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such as Singapore, Japan, Macao, and Hong Kong, to avoid North
Korea's displeasure. 1I Another step came in 1982 when Chinese
diplomats

were allowed to contact their counterparts from
Seoul in social gatherings held in third countries. 12

In the third period, an unexpected occurrence resulted in
the first governmental contact between the two nations since
the Korean War.

In May 1983, as noted previously, a Chinese

civilian airplane on a domestic flight was hijacked by six
persons and landed at a military airport near Seoul. 13
This
incident forced China to send a delegation headed by Shen Tu,
the chief of the civil Aviation Administration, to seek the
return of the aircraft,

passengers,

and crew.

The six

"freedom-seekers" were allowed to go to the Republic Of China
(ROC) after serving brief prison terms, while the plane, crew,
and passengers went to the PRC.

Thanks to the incident, South Korea's good will finally
softened Beijing's rigid and hostile attitude toward Seoul, a
decade after the ROK announcement of its open door policy to
the Communist bloc. 14

Since then, unofficial Beijing-Seoul

11 Chi, Hsin, "tsung chie chi shi chian kan chung han kuan
hsi (Examining Sino-South Korean Relations from Hijacking
Incident," the seventies, No. 161, June, 1983, pp. 54-55.

12chong, Yong-sak, Ope cit., p. 79.
13 New York Times, May 6, 1983.
WChristian Science Monitor, May 11, 1983, p. 4.
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contacts have increased incrementally. Three months after the
1983 hijacking incident, a Korean official was for the first

time given a

visa to attend a

fisheries in Wuxi. 15

UN-sponsored seminar on

Later, another South Korean official

was permi tted to enter mainland China to take part in an
International Telecommunications Union seminar, and two others
attended an

International Maritime organization training
activity later in 1983. 16

In addition in March 1984, South Korean tennis players
participated in the Davis Cup competition in Kunming.

This

was the first time since the Korean War that China had invited
a

ROK sports team to attend international games on its

terr i tory. 17

Reciprocally

in mid-April

1984,

a

Chinese

basketball team went to Seoul to compete in the Eighth Asian
Junior Basketball Championships at the invitation of the South
Korean Basketball Association.

In the same month,

PRC

swimmers attended the Second Asian Swimming Championships in
Seoul.
in

In October a ROK women's basketball team participated

the

Shanghai.

Ninth Asian Women's

Basketball

Championships

in

Ten South Korean reporters were also allowed to

15
Foreign Broadcasting Information Service East
Asia:Daily Report (hereafter, FBIS, EA), September 1, 1983.

16 Sin Yong-sn, "han chungkong kyoryu:odikkaji wanna?
(Sino-south Korean Relations:To What Extent?) ", Pukhan,
April, 1984, p. 85.
17New York Times, March 11, 1984.
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accompany the team.
dispatches,

for the first time the Chinese approved the

setting up of a
Seoul. 18

What is more, for the convenience of news

direct telephone line between Shanghai and

In 1985, China also sent teams to compete in the

Asian Youth Gymnastic championship.19

In spite of North Korea's boycott, China sent teams to
attend the 1986 Asian Games and the 14th Olympic Games in 1988
in Seoul.

Early on, Geng Biao, Vice Chairman of the National

People's Congress Standing committee, had first expressed
China's official intention to participate in the two games.
He did this while talking with Kwon chong-tal, a South Korean
National Assemblyman, during the Inter-parliamentary Union
meeting in Tokyo in April 1985. w

In late March 1985, a Chinese naval torpedo boat drifted
into south Korean waters with six dead crewmen after a mutiny.
The incident was promptly concluded wi thin a week through
negotiations

by

unofficial

Chinese

and

official

Korean

representatives in Hong Kong, namely, the branch office of the

18 The Korea Times (Chicago edition), October 13, 1984.
19Seoul: The Republic of Korea Illustrated«
Herald, Vol. 12, No.4, July 1985.
20

1985.

The Korea

Foreign Broadcasting Information Service, April 10,
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Chinese Xinhua News Agency and the Korean Consulate General. 21
This cooperation further nurtured a tacit understanding for
improving unofficial ties.

In short, during the period of 1950-1977, Beijing-Seoul
relations were without any contact, whereas, in the second
period

between

1978

and

1982,

China

permitted

Korean

minorities to return to South Korea while both countries
initiated indirect trade and informal contacts between their
diplomats in other countries.

Finally, in the third period of

1983-89, informal contacts have been extended to the degree
that both countries' scholars, officials, and athletes are
allowed

to

competi tions

participate
held

in

in

international

each

other's

conferences

countries.

and
More

importantly, free from North Korea's interference, indirect
trade is no longer taboo and in turn has grown by leaps and
bounds.
Joint

Korean merchants are given visas to visit China.
ventures

and

indirect

investment

are

also

being

developed.

South Korea's Goals in Approaching China

Like most countries,
essence

of

South

national security has been the

Korea's

foreign

policy

since

its

21 New York Times, March 24-25; Dong-A Daily News, March
22-29, 1985.
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establishment.

From a South Korean perspective, it was the

"Chinese People's Volunteers" who prevented the annihilation
of Pyongyang's communist regime in the Korean War.

Hence, the

ROK viewed China as a threat to its national security until
the detente in Sino-American relations and the normalization
of Sino-Japanese ties.

with this drastic change of relations

among the major powers, Seoul quickly adapted its foreign
policy to the changing systemic configuration.

A new strategy thus emerged on the assumption that if

Seoul could improve its relations wi th the two communist
giants, Moscow and Beijing, they might prevent Pyongyang from
military adventures against the South.
also

a

new

tactic

for

th~

Obviously, this was

anti-North

strategy

which

idiosyncratically is still an unchangeable major premise of
South Korea's foreign policy.

Interviewed by the French Paper

Le soir in November 1975, President Park said, "If Communist
China should open their doors to us and make the move for
establishing

friendly

relations

for

mutual

benefit,

in

accordance with the principle of equality and reciprocity, we
shall

respond

accordingly

and

in

a

positive

manner.,,22

Subsequently, he conveyed several messages of good will to
China through third parties.

In April and in May,

1976

President Park asked New Zealand Premier Robert Muldoon and
22 Koh, Byong Chul, The Foreign Policy Systems of North
and south Korea « Berkeley: Univers! ty of California Press,
1984, pp. 100-101.
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British Foreign secretary Anthony Crossland to express the
ROK's willingness to start informal contact with Beijing when
But Beijing made no response. 23

they visited China.

In

def ining the obj ective of its northern diplomacy, Foreign
Minister Lee stated that "The soviet Union and China ••• (are)
countries that maintain a military alliance and intervened in
the Korean War.

Therefore,

we have to establish good-

neighborly relations with these countries for the maintenance
of peace in the Korean peninsula.

It is true that the

northll7ard policy will be successful if inter-Korean relations
are normalized.

It is also true that if the northern policy

is successful, inter-Korean relations will improve.,,24

South Korea also favored the concept of cross-recognition
first proposed by former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger in
1975.

For peace on the Korean peninsula, he suggested that

the united states and Japan would recognize North Korea if
China

and

the

Soviet

relations with South

union

Korea.~

would

establish

diplomatic

However, this idea was flatly

rejected by Pyongyang and its allies.

In the early 1980s,

23 Kim, Ilpyong J., "Policies Toward China and the Soviet
Union," in Koo, Youngnok and Han, Sung-joo (eds.) The Foreign
Policy of the Republic of Korea, New York:Columbia University
Press, 1985, p. 213.
24 Sang-Seek Park, "Northern Diplomacy and Inter-Korea
Relations," Korea-and World Affairs, winter, 1988, p. 707.

~ Kihl, Young Whan, Politics and Policies in Divided
Korea:Regimes in Contest, Boulder, Colorado:Westview Press,
1984), p. 174.
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President Chun again urged the proposal of cross-recognition. 26

Another goal in South Korea's approach to China is to
open a market in the largest population on earth with abundant
natural resources.

Additionally, China's cheap resources can

increase the competitive edge of South Korean products in
international markets.

Thus, in order to trade with communist
countries, Seoul revised its laws in January, 1971. n In the
same year, South Korean Foreign Minister Kim Yong-shik for the
first time stated in the National Assembly that the ROK would
like to open diplomatic ties with communist China and the
Soviet union "if they proved that they would not commit
hostile acts against the ROK. ,,28 Hence, even before President
Park formalized his open door policy, his administration had
already attempted to improve its ties and open trade wi th
China.

Seoul

started

strategy in 1966. 29

its

export-oriented

industrialization

By the early 1970s,

South Korea's

26 Chi Hsin, op. cit., p. 54.
nKim, Hak-joon, The Unification Policy of South and
North, 1948-1976, Korea:A comparative Study, Seoul: Seoul
National University, 1977, p. 264.
28New York Times, August 8, and September 2, 1971.
29 Mason, Edward S. and Kim Mahn Je (eds.), The Economic
and Social Modernization of the Republic of Korea, Cambridge:
Massachusetts:Harvard University Press, 1980, p. 126.
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economy had achieved the remarkable "rate of 34 percent annual
increase by volume in exports. 30
Thus mainland China's huge
potential market naturally was an attraction.

In addition,

from the mid-1980S, as a result of the prevalence of world
protectionism, especially in industrialized countries, the
export-oriented South Korean economy encountered difficulties.
The primary pressure came from the United States which was
undergoing enormous budget and trade deficits.

Washington

exerted a great deal of pressure on the four "Little Dragons"
including South Korea, because they enjoyed a large favorable
trade balance with the u.S.

The Seoul authorities have been

forced to appreciate their currency, to purchase more American
merchandise, and to open their domestic market to Washington.
This gave South Korea an impetus to diversify its external
market and to explore the China market. 31

In 1988 just before

the Seoul Olympic Games, South Korean firms formed the KoreaChina Private Economic Relations council, expecting promising
bilateral trade. n

China's Interests in Improving Relations with South Korea

Since the 1950s Sino-North Korean relations have been

~

Kim Hak-joon, p. 136.

-

31William J. Holstein, Laxmi Nakarmi, Business Week, April
18, 1988, P 42(2).
32 Japan Economic Newswire, June 22, 1988.
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the

major

stumbling

block

to

Beijing-Seoul

relations.

However, China's domestic political and economic development
in the post-Mao era has made China's leaders change their
values

possibility

of

initiating Sino-South Korean non-governmental relations.

On

the

and

whole,

perceptions

economic

concerning

interests,

the

security

concerns,

and

international political goals are three factors which led to
China altering its Korea policy in the late 1970s.

Hence,

when the two incidents occurred in 1983, they served as a
catalyst to initiate contacts.

China has many more economic interests in South Korea
than it does in North Korea.

However, it appears that China

either did not fully realize or did not want to pursue these
economic advantages until the 1983 hijacking incident.

Geographically, China's Shangdong and Liaoning peninsulas
are in close proximity to South Korea, separated from South
Korea's west coast only by the Yellow Sea.

This is not only

convenient

importantly,

for

transportation

but,

more

reduces the cost of shipment significantly.
gives an edge to Sino-South Korean trade.
past few decades,

it

This situation
However, in the

geographic proximity did not facilitate

trade as much as it might have due to obstruction by North
Korea.
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In addition to geographic proximity, these two countries
complement each other economically.33

China is a developing

country with cheap labor and rich natural resources.

On the

other ,hand, South Korea is a newly industrialized country
characterized by capital-intensive technological industries.
China

might

export

semi-manufactured

products

and

raw

materials like coal, cotton, corn, and crude oil to South
Korea which is in great need of these natural resources.

In

return, South Korea could provide China with finished products
and other capital-intensive merchandise such as

fertilizer,

home appliances, electronic and textile products in exchange.
The PRC has an uneven pattern of technological development
wi th impressi ve achievements in high technologies such as
space

and

technologies

nuclear
in most

weapons

despite

industries.

backward

Hence,

production

China's

reform

architects have made strenuous efforts to figure out ways to
link the system of sophisticated technical capabilities to
technologically retarded production organizations. M

In other

33 Zhang Jingbo and Guo Tiexuan, Nam chaoxian duiwai
jingji zhanluede tiaozheng (The Adjustment of South Korea's
Economic strategy), World Economy, May, 1989, pp. 65-66; Teruo
Komaki, Chosen hanto kaihoka suru higashi aj ia to nanboku
taiwa (The Liberalization of Korean Peninsula in East Asia and
South-North Dialogue), Ajia keizai kenkyusho, 1986, p. 228230; Shigeki Hashimoto, kankoku no hoppo seisaku:tai cho-so
kankei kaizen jokyo to tenbo, (South Korean Northern Policy:Prospects and situation of its Improving Relations with China
and the Soviet Union), Kaigai Jijo (Journal of World Affairs) ,
Vol. 37, No.3, March, 1989, p.65.
M suttmeier,
Richard P., "Chinese Efforts to Simulate
High-Technology: Implication for Korea," The Korean Journal of
International studies, Vol. XIX, No.4, December 1988, pp.475.
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words, they intend to devote their energies to revitalizing
science

and

reinvigorating

technology
the

system

economy.

and

at

the

Consequently,

same

time

Richard

P.

suttmeier concluded that Sino-South Korean cooperation in
science and technology in a favorable political environment,
is "considerably plausible" not only because there exists
"substantive

complementarity"

and

"possible

modes

of

interaction," but also because both Beij ing' and Seoul are
"seeking to diversify their foreign commerical, technological
and scientific relations."~

Jin-Yong Oh and Chong-Ouk Lee's analysis of existing
Sino-South Korean techno-economic cooperation sheds light on
the fact that China is interested in South Korea's technology
and efficient management system in those industries where
Seoul has a competitive edge, as in textiles, electronics,
petrochemicals, household products, and machine tool sectors.
China's strategy for technological development corresponded
with the possibility of technology transfer between South
Korea and China.

China's Sixth Economic Development Plan

(1981-1985) stressed investment in light industrial products,
such as daily necessities and durable consumer

35

goods.~

South

Ibid., pp. 490-491.

36 Oh,
Possibility
and China,"
XIX, No.4,

Jin-Yong and Lee, Chong-Ouk, "Analysis of the
for the Techno-economic Cooperation between Korea
The Korean Journal of International Studies, Vol.
December 1988, p. 495 •.
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Korea's comparative advantage lies in "process technology,"
which

refers

to

the

capability

to

shorten

an

existing

production process and enhance the efficiency of production.

However, Sino-South Korean technology transfer is not
free of problems.

Because most South Korean technologies were

imported under restrictions, there has been little leeway for
Seoul to transfer them to China.

such restrictions come from

the united states and CO COM (Coordinating Committee for Export
to Communist Area)

0

When visiting Seoul in February 1989,

American President Bush hailed South Korea's northern policy
as "creative diplomacy."

However, at the same time he warned

South Korea that they should have strategic considerations at
the point of engaging economic exchanges with Pyongyang.

His

concern was that North Korea might transfer imported machinary
and technology to military-related industries. 37

As a matter

of fact, there was no need to worry about such trade.

After

Roh Tae Woo's July 7 Declaration which legalized inter-Korea
trade in 1988-89, the Seoul-Pyongyang bilateral trade volume
was $1.9 million and Seoul only exported $70,000 worth to
Pyongyang.
What

The rest were items imported from North Korea. 38

is more,

for

its own security reasons South Korea

def ini tely would not export that kind of machines to the
north.

In addition, Edward A. Olsen indicates that only a

37

Yomiuri Shinbun, February 28, 1989.

~

Asahi Shinbun, September 19, 1989.
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couple

of

years

ago,

Seoul

was

worried

about

Beijing-

Washington trade because it might facilitate technology or
weapons transfer to Pyongyang.

Though these concerns still

exist, they are now overshadowed by u.S. concerns about South
Korean trade with the PRC,

the USSR,

and other.. socialist

countries which could harm western interests protected by
CO COM restr ictions • 39

In fact, any concern about high technology transfers to
China seem not valid at this stage.

For example, South Korea

concluded a variety of investment projects in China in 1988
include:

a

Guam~'dong,

million

$5
a

million

factory

in Beij ing,

a

factory in Heilongj iang,
plant

food

processing

factory

$1 million toy factory in Shenzhen,

refrigerator

restaurant

sea

in Jilin and

in

Fuzhou,

a

$0.77

$5 million musical
a

a

in

$1.25

million

instrument

$0.64 million ginseng products

Liaoning,

a

$10 million refrigerator

compressor firm in Fuzhou, a $0.4 million tent factory in
Xiamen,

a

million

instant

suggests

$0.96 million toy plant in Beijing,

a

noodle

pattern.

factory

Except

for

in

and a

Qingdao.~

the

restaurant

This
and

$3
list
two

refrigerator-related factories, seven out of the ten projects

39 Edward A. Olsen, "U.S.-ROK Relations: Common Issues and
Uncommon Perceptions," Korea and World Affairs, spring 1989,
p. 40.

40 Joong Ang II
December 24, 1988.

Bao

(The Korea Central Daily News),
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are

export-oriented

light

industries.

Therefore,

South

Korea's investment in China, though not advanced technology,
is

largely

in

accord with China's

need

for

technology that updates existing facilities

a

type

of

in order to

increase productivity.

Wu Zhongshu, Vice Chairman of the PRC's Foreign Economic
and Trade Committee of Shandong Province, specifically pointed
out that "South Korea's technology is quite advanced.

If it

incorporates our ample resources and labor, it will have a
rosy future.

Moreover, General Secretary Zhao has already

confirmed the feasibility of trade and economic changes at
non-governmental levels.
invest. ,,41

We welcome South Korea to come to

In early 1988 Zhao Ziyang proposed the Great

International Circle strategy (a coastal economic development
strategy) of using imported materials to produce export goods
in the coastal

areas

economic development.

so as to promote

export-oriented

The Liaodong and Jiaodong peninsulas

and the Pohai area were included in the proposal and opened
for

foreign

investment-

.1arch 1988. 42

In fact,

Zhao's

proposal echoed Roh Tae Woo's proposed developmental plan for
the west coast in his campaign for the South Korean presidency

41 Asahi Shinbun, september 3, 1988, article entitled
"Changing Undercurrent: Olympics and Korean Peninsula."
42

China Economic News, No.3, January 16, 1989.
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in late 1987. 43

For example, the Liaodong peninsula's iron

and copper deposits are the largest in China; it is also rich
in coal, petroleum, and

gas~

which are badly needed by South

Korea.

Furthermore, to facili tate exports of coal and other
natural resources, China recently has made great efforts to
improve its domestic transportation.

One instance of this is

the construction of the Daqin railroad which started partial
service in December 1988.

This railroad connects Datong in

coal-rich Shanxi province with the port of Qinhuangdao on the
Shandong coast. 45
Qingdao,

Other examples are the three ports of

Shij io, and Yentai, along the Shandong peninsula

which are being expanded for international trade.
access points are close to South Korea.

These

Sino-South Korean

bilateral trade will definitely benefit from these newlycompleted facilities. 46

In addition, trade relations between

Hong Kong and South Korea have improved recently. 47 Returning
43 The Korea Times Los Angeles, November 11, 1987.
Roh
proposed to boldly invest on South Korea's underdeveloped
western coastal areas into major industrial bases for expanded
trade with China. His plan included building a new port on
the west coast bay of Asan, a new express highway linking the
western cities of Inchon and Mokpo, expanding the Kunsan Port
and making the airport in Mokpo and international airport.

~

Liaowang, April 18, 1988, No. 16, p. 13.

45

Renmin Ribao (Overseas edition), April 13, 1990.

46

Shijie Ribao (The Chinese Daily), March 26, 1990.

47

Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), April 13, 1990.
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Hong Kong to China in 1997 will in all probability further
facilitate Beijinng-Seoul trade.

Not only can China acquire less expensive capital and
technology from South Korea than from the united States,
Japan, and western countries, it also can employ this channel
as an alternative ora bargaining chip when seeking capital
and technology from other countries.

When receiving the

Japanese delegation of the Japan-China Economic Association in
September 1988, Deng Xiaoping said that China would like to
cooperate with both Japan and South Korea to produce steel.
This made the Japanese feel that China was playing the South
Korean card in their joint venture bargaining game. 48

Also,

Chinese Vice Premier Tian Jiyun deliberately mentioned, when
receiving the Sino-Japanese Trade Association delegation, that
"Taiwan and South Korea are also very anxious to develop
economic cooperation with China. In the future, indirect trade
will turn to direct trade. ,,49

Furthermore, growing economic

cooperation between China and South Korea has not only brought
about Japan's active investment in China and the signing of
the

Protocol

of

Investment

Protection,

but

also

has

48 Asahi Shinbun, October 13, 1988; Ilpyong J. Kim, "China
and the Two Koreas in the Post-Seoul Olympics Era," Korea
Observer, p. 271.

49
Tamio Shimakura, "Chu-kan keizai koryu 0 meguru
shojoken (In view of Several Conditions for Sino-South Korean
Economic Exchanges)," Kaigai jijo, Vol. 36, No. 7-8, JulyAugust, 1988, p. 19.
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accelerated trade between Taiwan and Mainland China50 because
Taiwan and South Korea are competing for China's market. 51

China has attempted to diversify its sources fQr import
and

technology,

so

that

it

can

maintain

its

economic

independence and reduce its technological dependence on few
particular foreign sources.

One remarkable example is China's

large trade deficit with Japan.

In 1985, China had nearly a

$6 billion trade deficit with Japan. 52

The next year Sino-

Japanese trade constituted more than one fourth of the PRC's
total

foreign trade.

This trade imbalance made Chinese

leaders feel uncomfortable and Deng Xiaoping expressed his
concern.

When meeting former British Prime Minister Edward

Heath, Deng said "Japan's share was too high and trade with
Europe must be increased accordingly. "S3

By the same token,

the increase in Sino-South Korean trade may fulfill a similar
function.

Hence Edward Chen points out that the increase in

imports from the ROK may be considered as part of a process of
so Zhang Jingbo and Guo Tiexuan, World Economv, May, 1989,
pp. 65-66.
SI Far East Economic Review, March 30, 1989, p. 48; Their
major competing items are textiles, ready-made clothes,
electronic goods, and plastic products, the Chinese Daily,
March 31, 1989.

S2 Kitachosen no keizai to boeki no tenbo: hachigo nen no
kaiko to hachiroku nen no tenbo (The Prospects of North Korean
Economy and Trade~the Retrospect of the Year of 1985 and the
Prospect of the Year 1986), Nihon boeki shinkokai, 1986 p. 70.
S3
Allen S • Whiting, China Eyes Japan,
University of California Press, 1989, p. 99.

Berkeley,
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substitution for Japanese imports.
The basic correspondence between the pattern of the
indirect trade and that of PRC overall foreign trade
suggests that the initiative for trade has come mainly
from the PRC. The present restriction on indirect trade
has been imposed mainly by the PRC because of its formal
non-recogni tion of ROK as a diplomatic partner.
It
depends primarily on the PRC's perceived economic
importance of the indirect trade.~
Probably because of this, in 1988, for the first time in five
years, China had a $400 million favorable trade balance with
Japan. 55

Based on Jin-Young Oh and Chong-Ok Lee's research, during
the period between 1979 and 1984, 530 out of 900 technology
transfer contracts were made in such fields as license trade,
joint

investment,

consultations,

investment

by

service technology,

joint-management companies.

foreigners,

technology

compensation trade,

Moreover,

and

from 1978 to 1986,

approximately forty countries had provided technology for
China and the amount of technology transfer contracts in 515
cases reached $4.1 billion.~

According

to

Hong

Kong

and

South

Korean

estimates,

~ Edward K. Y. Chen and Thomas M.H. Chan, "China-Korea
techno-Economic
Cooperation: Present
Status
and
Future
Prospects, II the Korean Journal of International Studies, Vol.
XIX, No.4, December 1988, p. 505-511.

ss Yomiuri Shinbun, April 16, 1989.
56

Jin-y.ong Oh and Chong-Ouk Lee, p. 496.
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indirect trade between China and South Korea in 1979 was $20
million and surged to $1.2 billion in 1981. 57

But,

this

trade volume fell the following year, probably because Kim II
Sung visited Beij ing and made a strong protest regarding this.
Thereafter,
trade. 58

China put strict regulations- on the indirect

Nevertheless, during the 1983 hijacking incident,

Chinese officials and passengers not only saw South Korea's
prosperous economy in person, but also personally experienced
Seoul's lavish ht')spi tali ty as well as the fervent eagerness to
approach

China.

The

Beijing

authorities

thus

have

realistically reassessed the necessity of their closed-door
policy toward South Korea, since there was no reason to keep
turning down a potentially useful partner just for the sake of
North Korea.

Furthermore, it seems that China was unhappy about the
Rangoon explosion which was engineered by Pyongyang. 59
did not condemn South Korea but neither
Korea.

China

did it defend North

In public Beij ing intentionally avoided mentioning the

atroci ty, sometimes refers to it as "the unexpected incident."
According to Foreign Broadcasting Information Service and

57 S~n
~
58

Yong-su, p. 87 •

Chi Hsin, pp. 54-55; Los Angles Times, June 14, 19~5.

-

Robert A. Scalapino, "The Korean Peninsula: Threat and
Opportunity," in Robert A. Scalapino and Chen Qimao (eds)
Pacific-Asian
Issues:Asian
and
Chinese
Views,
(Berkeley:University of California Press, 1986), p. 146.
59
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Renmin Ribao (Overseas edition), few 'reports about it appeared
in the Chinese mass media in 1983 and 1984, let alone any
comment on the incident.
Korea's explanation.

The rare reports only repeated North

For example, Xinhua headlined the DPRK

Foreign Minister's denial of involvement and condemned the
Burmese trial of the accused perpetrators as "unilateral and
unfair."

In addition, Shijie jingji (World Economy), published by
the Chinese Academy of Social Science's (CASS) Graduate School
of World Economy and Poli tics and World Economy Society,
provides ample evidence of interest in the South Korean
economy with less attention to the north.

Most articles

relating to Korea refer mainly to the south and seldom to the
north. In those few articles pertaining to the North Korean
economy, authors simply repeat Pyongyang's claimed economic
achievements.

When referring to the economy of developing

nations or the Asian-Pacific region, articles only mention
South Korea.

For instance, Luo Yuanzheng,

in an article

titled "Economic Growth in the Pacific Area and China's Open
Door policy," mentioned South Korea's exports but did not say
a word about North Korea. 6O

Additionally, in the issue of

March 1984, three articles mentioned South Korea but nothing

60 Luo Yuanzheng, "Taipingyang diqu de jingji zengzhang
tong zhongguo de duiwai kaifang zhengce (Economic Growth in
the Pacific Area and China's Open Door Policy)," Shijie jingji
(World Economy), October 1984, p. 7.
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related to North Korea.
heavy debt burden. 61

One analysis discussed South Korea's
The others dealt with the economic

situation of developing countries and their foreign debts. 62
In March 1985, three articles dealt with economic development
and trends

in the Asian-Pacific area.

referred to once in two of the three.
quality

of

South

Korea's

South Korea was
One stated that the

semi-conductor

research

and

production is already close to world class, only behind the
united states and Japan, while the other article reported that
South Korea is one of the largest debtor countries in the
world.

The only mention of North Korea came in discussing the

Asian-Pacific economy in Gaige (Reform).

The authors pointed

out that in addition to the fourteen countries and areas
(America, Japan, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, five ASEAN countries, and southwest Pacific
ocean country)

proposed by the united states,

the Asian-

Pacific region should also include China, North Korea, and the
three countr ies in Indochina. 63
While Guoj i maoyi wenti (International Trade Journal) ,

61 Zhang Ying,
"Nanchaoxian zhaitai gaozhu (Heavy Debt
Burden of South Korea), Shijie jingji, March 1984, p. 38.
62 Gu Yuanyan and Wang Yaoyuan,
"Economic situation of
Developing Countries and Near Term Forcast," p. 21; Wu Yuehui,
"Foreign Debt of Developing Countries and Its Impact," Shijie
jingji, March 1984, p. 27.
63 Wei Yanshen and Gu Yuanxiang, "Yatai j ingj i de fazhan
yu shijie jingji zhongxin de zhuanbian (Economic Development
of the Asian-Pacific Region and Shift of the World Economic
Center)," Gaige, January 1989, p.75.
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carried nothing on the two Koreas between 1984 and 19cs1, in
1988, three articles appeared in the February, september, and

October issues. They are "How to expand our textile export in
terms of South Korean experience?"; "South Korea's way of
developing export-oriented economy,"; and "Four Little Asian
Dragons'

policies

environment."

and

measures

to

improve

investment

In the January issue of 1989, two articles

treated South Korea's economy.

One was Li Yuriqing's "The Key

to South Korea's Economic Take-off-The upgrading of Industries
for Export Substitution."

Another one was Ye Bin's "Trade

Frictions between South Korea and the United States."

In the

March issue of the same year, Xia Shen contributed an analysis
entitled

"The

New

Pattern

of

Flow

of

contemporary

International Capital and Appropriate Tactics China Should
Adopt."

South Korea's remarkable economic achievements can serve
as a model for developing the Chinese economy.

For example,

Wei Yanshen was interested in new technological structural
adjustments in the economics of newly industrialized countries
and regions. M

Another economist maintains that China should

consider direct investment in other countries important to
China's research and development, just as South Korea, Japan,
and Singapore invested in Silicon Valley in the united states
M Wei Yanshen, "Shinjishu geming yu xinx gongye guo (di
chu) j ingj i j iego tiaocheng (New Technological Revolutions and
Structural Adjustment," Shiiie iingii, May 1984, p. 24.
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in order to get high technology which they cannot obtain
through ordinary trade channels. M
discussed

South

Korea's

Zhang yi in Shiiie Jingji

experience

developing an export-oriented

economy.~

on the pattern of South Korean economic

and

the

lessons

of

Jin Fengde commented
development.~

Jiang

Zhiping did a comparative study on the terms and strategy of
economic growth between Taiwan and South
gave

a

brief

Korea.~

Zhang Yu

introduction to the South Korean economic

situation and Sino-South Korean indirect trade. 69

Wang

Yenran discussed the financial systems promoting Taiwan and
South Korea's export. 70

Hua Di, Co-director of the China

6S Xia
Shen, "'l'he New Pattern of Flow of Cont~mpary
International Capital and Appropriate Tactics China Should
Adopt, " Guoj i Maoyi wenti (International Trade Journal),
Feburary 1989, pp. 44-49.

~ Zhang Yi, "Nanchaoxian fazhan waixiangxing jingji de
jingyen yu jiaoxun (South Korea's experience and lessons of
developing export-oriented economy)," Shij ie j ingj i (World
Economy), March 1988, p. 77.
67 Jin Fengde, "Nanchaoxian j ingj i
fazhan moshi j ianlun
(on the Pattern of South Korean Economic Development) ,If Shijie
jingji, Feburary 1989, p. 85.
68 Jiang Zhiping, "Taiwan yu Nanchaoxian j ingj i chengzhang
de tiaojian he zhanlue bijiao (Comparison of Terms and
strategy of Economic Growth Between Taiwan and South Korea,"
shijie jingji, March 1989, p. 72.
69 Zhang YU, "Nanchaoxian de j ingmao j iankuang j i
zhongguo de minjian maoyi(Brief Introduction on South
Economy and Trade:the Implication of Sino-South
Indirect Trade," Guoj i Maoyi (Intertrade), March 1989,

qi tong
Korea's
Korean
pp. 22-

24.
70 Wang Yanran, "Ping taiwan he Nanchaoxian cujin chukou
de jinrong tixi (Evaluating Financial Systems Promoting Taiwan
and South Korea's Export)," Guoji maoyi, May 1988, p. 50.
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International

Trust

and

Investment

Corporation

CCITIC)

indicated in the annual meeting of the Regional Conference of
the Association For Asian Studies at Stanford University in
June 1990 that South Korea can serve as a model for China's
economic development and is even better than Taiwan in terms
of its experience of economic development.

His three reasons

were first that South Korea's economy is a planned economy.
The late President Park Chung Hee,

the pfoneer of South

Korea's economy, was an ex-communist, hence, he termed it
Communist-run capitalism. Second, South Korean leaders grant
power to competent people, while in China competent people are
usually powerless.
research

Third, he pointed out that in order to

South Korea's

economic

development,

the

Korean

Studies Society was set up in 1983, under the CASSo

Mutual Security Concerns

In addi tion to economic interests,

another parallel

between Beijing and Seoul is that neither side wants military
conflict on the Korean peninsula. The Chinese leaders since
Mao have constantly reiterated that China needs a peaceful
international environment to complete its four modernizations.
The Beijing authorities encouraged North Korea to propose
tripartite talks after the Rangoon explosion.
the

PRC

praises

recent

developments

in

Additionally,

the

South-North

dialogues including Red Cross talks, the reunion of separated
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families,

and economic meetings.

peaceful means,
policy.

With the

emphasis

on

China' supports North Korea's unification

During his trip to Pyongyang in May, 1984, Hu Yaobang

stressed

again

that

"China

stands

firmly

behind

the

reunification of Korea in a confederation by peaceful means,"
and proposed tripartite talks between the DPRK, South Korea,
and the united States, while opposing us troops in South
Korea. 71

When visiting Australia in May 1985, Hu Yaobang, in

response to a question whether the PRC would attend the 1988
Seoul Olympic Games,

stated that China would take a positive

attitude toward participation as long as the situation on the
Korean,peninsula went smoothly.n

In addition, when asked to

comment on Roh Tae-woo's special announcement on July 7, 1988,
Premier Li Peng said if Roh' s announcement would contribute to
stability on the Korean peninsula,

China would give her

support. 73 All of this points to the fact that North Korea's
military adventurism is not in accord with China's national
interests.

Thus, the PRC connection with South Korea can promote
peace in one way or another on the Korean peninsula.

China's

encouragement to South Korea can help Seoul to maintain its

71 Beijing Review, Vol. 27, May 21, 1984, pp. 9-10, pp.
20-22; Vol. 27, May 14, 1984, pp. 6-7.

n Renmin Ribao (Overseas edition), April 17, 1985.
73

The Central Daily News (Korean), August 26, 1988.
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North Korea,

peaceful strategy toward Pyongyang.

under

pressure from the international community, may be forced to
respond in a similar way by talking with the ROK or making
counter-proposals.

War on the peninsula would not only force

China to make a choice between the two Koreas,
importantly,

obstruct

her

economic

but more

development

and

modernization and have a negative impact on relations with the
united states, Japan, and the other Western countries should
she decide to side with North Korea.

International Political Goals

International political interests comprised the third
motivation causing Beijing to improve relations with Seoul.
The ROK is the only country in Asia which has diplomatic
relations with the Republic Of China.

Doubtlessly, the PRC

must have thought to disrupt Taipei-Seoul relations when
Beijing decided to improve its ties with South Korea.

If the

ROC-ROK's relations become strained, particularly if the ROK
were lost to the PRC, the ROC's prestige in the international
arena as well as its domestic morale would be seriously hurt.

The PRC courtship of South Korea has been obvious in many
unofficial areas.

During the Davis Tennis Cup competition in

-

March, 1984, China for the first time allowed South Korea to
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use its national flag and official national

name.~

The next

month, the PRC sent a team to participate in the Eighth Asian
J'L~nior

Basketball Championships

(AJBC)

in Seoul ~

It is

believed that China asked South Korea to return the favor for
its treatment of the South Korean team during the Davis Cup
competi tion in China.

Consequently, being afraid of offendil'lg'

its newly-made friend, Seoul decided to accept the PRC request
to use its flag and official name.

This decision broke its

previous promise with the ROC that "flags other than that of
the host country would not be flown at the games. ,,75

Beij ing calculated correctly by moving toward Seoul.
ROC-ROK'relations were strained between 1983 and 1984 because
of the 1983 hijacking aftermath.

In the past,

negative

reports about South Korea seldom appeared in the ROC mass
media.

But, after the incident, South Korea's image there

became badly tarnished.

The press started to use NallLhan

(South Korea) instead of Dahanminguo (ROK).
Namchaoxian,

Some even used

Chaoxian being regarded by South Koreans as

contemptuous because it was the Chinese name for Korea while
China's vassal state.

In order not to offend South Korea,

Chinese in Taiwan had tried not to use this in the past, but
in

1984

they deliberately employed the term and

attacked South Korea without reservation.
~

Sin Yong-su, p. 85.

75

F.B.I.S., April 10, 1984.

openly

They perceived that
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South Korea was no longer an anti-communist ally and no longer
willing

to

support

international arena.

the

ROC's

anti-PRC

posture

in

the

Taiwan legislators asked the government

to request Seoul to give an official clarification of its
negotiations with Beijing and ROC-ROK ties.
.r

They also urged

the government to negotiate with Seoul over the release of the
six freedom -seekers.

Chu Pu-sung, the former ROC foreign

minister, expressed grave concern about negotiations between
Seoul and Peking and lodged a strong protest against direct
contacts

between

them. 76

People

and

students

staged

demonstrations in front of the Korean Embassy in Taipei.

The next year the Asian Junior Basketball Championships
angered the ROC because Seoul allowed the PRC team to use its
national name and flag.

A Central News Agency editorial noted

that in spite of having formal diplomatic ties with the ROC,
"the Koreans have been regarding the Chinese Communists, with
whom they have no diplomatic relations, with special favor ••••
Not only has politics been mixed with sports once again, but
a free world country we have trusted has gone back on its
word. ,,77

About the hi jacking incident ,

it said,

.. Seoul

obviously wanted to capitalize on the incident to further its
policy objectives of establishing an official relationship
with Peking ••. The Korean attempt is doomed to failure from
B

F.B.I.S., May 20, 1983.

77

F.B.I.S., April 10, 1984.
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the very beginning. ,,78 The ROC attempted to purchase French
patrol cruisers instead of South Korea's Yusan ships mainly
because of domestic opposition, particularly from the mass
media and Legislative

Yuan.~

Present Beijing-seoul Relations

China's recent policy toward South Korea was summarized
by Li Peng in July, 1988.

He stated that China would look at

the Korean issue from the overall situation on the peninsula
for

the possibility of maintaining stability and easing

tension there.

China has no diplomatic relations with South

Korea and did not intend to have them.

He noted that trade

exists but through unofficial channels, just as with other
countries with whom China lacks formal relations.

This was

the first time that a top Chinese official publicly admitted
trade with South Korea, a fact reported in the official news
media. 8o

The ideal situation for Beijing is to simultaneously
interact with the two countries and benefit from both North
and South Korea.

Hence, under the premise of not greatly

affecting relations with North Korea, Beijing is trying to
n F.B.I.S., July 22, 1983.
79

The Chinese Daily News, November 4, 1989.

80

Renmin Ribao, July 4, 1988.
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maintain non-governmental contacts with South Korea under the
principle of separating economics from politics.
of

fact,

in

March

1988

Beijing

had

already

As a matter
authorized

individual provinces to deal directly with South Korea. BI

In

1988, Shandong, Liaoning, Jilin, Helongjiang, Guangdong, and
Sichuan sent delegations to Seoul to explore the possibility
of economic exchanges and joint ventures. u The former three
provinces have set up trade offices in Seoul while South
Korean merchants are also treated like those from other
countries. 83

Moreover, high-ranking officials more than once indicated
that the possibility for direct trade will materialize at some
time in the future.

Chinese Vice Premier Wu Xueqian said he

did not rule out establishing trade offices in both countries.
However, these would be merely civil institutions with no
governmental contact. 84

Wu later told Japanese LDP Diet

member Toshika Shinya that the Chinese government insists that
the trade office in Seoul have unofficial status with only a
consular function.
81

China does not want to extend official

Yomiuri Shinbun, September 13, 1988.

82 Shigeki Hashimoto, "Kankoku no \ hoppo seisaku': tai
Chu-So kankei kaizen jokyo to tenbo (South Korea's Northern
Policy: Prospects for the Improvement of Relations with China
and the Soviet Union)," Kaigai jijo, Vol. 37, No.3, March
1989, p. 69.

83

Far East Economic Review, December 8, 1988, p. 22.

84

Yomiuri Shinbun, May 12, 1989.
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status as South Korea requested. 8s

Shen Jueren, Vice Minister

of Foreign Economic and Trade Affairs, said "the inauguration
of sino-South Korean direct trade is a matter of time. ,,86
Rong

Yiren,

Chairman

of

China

International

Trust

and

Investment Corporation, also pointed out that "we prefer to
have direct trade including investment and t:rade.,,87
sectors,

particularly

those

people

who

Private

favor

the

liberalization of trade urge China to introduce direct trade
as soon as possible because it is economically beneficial to
both sides. 88

TABLE V

South Korea's Trade with China
(in u.s. million dollars)

Year

Exports

1978

Imports

Total

0.04

0.04

1979

3.96

14.829

18.798

1980

114.98

72.926

187.906

1981

204.952

147.778

352.73

1982

48

80.816

128.822

1983

51.264

82.602

133.866

1984

160

198

358

8S

The Korea central Daily, December 30, 1989.

86

Tamio Shimakura, Kaigai jijo, July-August 1988, p. 19.

87

Far East Economic Review, December 8, 1988, p. 21.

Yu Anshan, "Nanchaoxian jiji fazhan tong zhongguode
Shij ie Jing'-; i Daobao (The World Economic
Herald), November 14, 1988, p. 7.
88

j ingmao guanxi,"
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-----------------------------------------------------------1,049
444
605

1985

------~-----------------------------------------------------

736

1986

1,357

621

-----------------------------------------------------------1,679
813
866
1987
1988

3,200

1989

3,100

SOURCES:

1978-1987: Korea News Review, February 18, 1989, p.
14; Sang·-seek Park, "Northern Diplomacy and InterKorea Relations,"Korea and World Affairs, p. 716.
1988: Asahi Shinbun, August 30, 1989.
1989: The Chinese Daily, March 12, 1990.

The above statistics show that indirect trade between
Beijing and Seoul has grown steadily since 1984, suggesting
that Pyongyang's protests seem ineffective.

In 1985 China's

trade with South Korea had already surpassed that with North
Korea. 1l9 Since China's participation in the 1986 Asian Games,
Sino-South Korean trade had increased

remarkably.~

In that

year, the volume constituted 2.3 percent of China's total
trade and South Korea became China's seventh largest trade
partner. 91

In 1987, Beijing-Seoul trade was US $1.5 billion,

roughly three times that of Beij ing-pyongyang

( Rmb 1.9

89 Teruo Komaki, Appendix; Jonathan D. Pollack, "China's
Changing Perceptions of East Asian security and Development,CI
Orbis, winter 1986, p. 786.

~

Asahi Shinbun, September 21, 1988.

91 Jae Ho Chung, "South Korea-China Economic Relations:The
Current situation and Its Implications," Asian Survey, Vol.
XXVIII, No. 10, October, 1988, p. 1048.
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billion--US$519.4 million) 92 and was 80 percent of Seoul's
trade with Communist countries.

In 1988, Sino-South Korean

trade stood at nearly US$3 billion, more than double that
between China and North Korea. 93

As a result,

become South Korea's fourth largest trade

China has

partner.~

In spite

of the June Massacre in 1989, the Beijing-seoul trade volume
still totaled $3 billion.

Direct shipments travel under third country flags. 9S
since

1988,

Qingdao and Pusan have had

shuttling between the two cities.%

container ships

Dalian, China's second

largest port, also has regular direct container service with
Pusan.

A China-invested company signed a contract with a

South Korean shipment company to create jointly a TianjinInchun route which became the third direct line between the
two nations in May

1990.~

Because of no diplomatic ties, South Korean investments
in

China

go

through

affiliates

in Hong Kong

and

other

92

Far East Economic Review, December 8, 1988, p. 21.

93

Diplomacy, Vol. xv. No.1, p. 28.

~
Asahi Shinbun, August
Newswire, December 5, 1989.

30,

1989;

Japan

Economic

9S

Jae Ho Chung, p. 1048; Yomiuri Shinbun, December 7,

96

The Korea Central Daily, August 7, 1988.

~

The Chinese Daily, December 6, 1989.

1989.
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countries such as Japan. 98

The first case was that Changbom

Ltd., Taewoo's affiliate in Hong Kong, invested $6.07 million
to build a refrigerator factory in Fuzhou in May

1987.~

In

1988, South Korean entrepreneurs invested $13.6 million and
concluded agreements on ten investment projects in China.
the

following

year,

the

total

amount

of

In

South Korea's

investment increased to $14.3 million and investment projects
to

eighteen,loo

whereas

Chinese

had

only

one

in

South

Korea. 101

Conclusion: T,oward Normalization?

Developments in China's domestic and external situation
provided an ideal environment for Beijing's leaders to shift
policy toward the Korean peninsula and

incrementally to

improve Sino-South Korean unofficial relations.

This policy

shift gives a clear indication that Beij ing would like to have
economic exchanges with Seoul and does have economic interests
in South Korea, both in theory and in practice.

China is not

98

Yomiuri Shinbun, December 7, 1989.

~

The Korea Times (Los Angles Edition), August 17, 1988.

100 Yomiuri Shinbun, January 16, 1990;
Joong Ang II Bao
(The Korea Central Daily News), December 24, 1988.
101 Through its Hong Kong branch off ice, the Hangzhou TV
Makers signed a joint venture project with Daewoo to build a
factory for producing cathode tubes for TV.
The former
invested $2.8 million, which is 20 percent of the total
investment, in South Korea and the latter is responsible for
the rest 80 percent, Yomiuri Shinbun, June 28, 1989.
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carrying the burden alone because the other side, South Korea,
has even more desire to do so.
disparity in their expectations.

Nevertheless, there is a
In addition, they also have

different foci and goals in their foreign policies toward each
other.

Chinese leaders place their emphasis on unofficial

ties through economic exchanges in particular, whereas South
Korean leaders tend to stress poli tical aspects more than
economic and governmental rather than non-governmental ties.
More specifically, Beijing, through 1990, had no intention of
setting up formal diplomatic relations with Seoul.

The

Chinese

for

simply

wanted

technology and capital.

to

expand

this

new

channel

China on the whole was satisfied with

the status quo, to maintain political and strategic interests
in North Korea

and at the same time to enjoy economic

interests in South Korea.

Diplomatic relations with South

Korea had no great significance for China, while moving toward
Sino-South Korean normalization would definitely jeopardize
China's relations with Pyongyang.

By comparison,

South

Koreans viewed poli tical recogni tion from China as their
ultimate goal and were eager to obtain it as soon as possible.
The expectations of the two sides were very different.
size of the gap made it hard to bridge.

The

The possible upper

limit for Beijing-seoul relations seemed to be fully open
trade, a step which has been implied occasionally by Chinese
I

high ranking officials.
Korean normalization.

China holds the key to Sino-South

However, Beijing is not willing to use

140
it, at least not before 1991.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

The cumulative evidence indicates that the adoption of an
economic priority policy at home was the determining factor
which made China incrementally shift its policy toward the
Korean peninsula in the early 1980s.
the

international

environment

contributed to this shift.

in

In addition, changes in
Northeast

Asia

also

Generally speaking, China's Korea

policy changed from one dimension to two dimensions, from
exclusively

recognizing

North

Korea

to

simultaneously

acquiescing in the de facto existence of the Seoul regime, and
from

refusing to engage in any contact to establishing

unofficial ties with South Korea.

Since the Third Plenum of the Eleventh CCP' s Central
Committee in 1978, economic construction has become the focus
of policy in Beijing.

Reform and the open door are the two

main pillars to support economic growth.

In the same vein,

foreign

support

policy

serves

as

a

means

to

national

construction conceived of as economic development. Because of
this

economic

priority,

new

orientations

such

as

the

application of a pragmatic approach, the increasing importance
of economic consideration, the open door policy, and entente
diplomacy become manifest in post-Mao Chinese foreign policy.
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These new foreign policy guidelines had a great i'Jlpact on
China's Korea policy.

with the growing flexibility and the

downplay of ideology in dealing with international affairs,
the PRe gained some spare room for developing relations with
South Korea.

Because China paid special attention to economic

interests, South Korea was accepted as a valuable source of
capital and technology.

Additionally, the ROK was qualified

with the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, the criteria
for the open door policy.

South Korea, as a neighbor of the

PRe, deserved to have good relations with China.

At the same

time, the growing emergence of detente among the four major
powers

in

East

Asia

coincidently

provided

an

optimal

environment for China to facilitate the implementation of this
new de facto two-Koreas policy.

As we have seen, in the period of 1984-1989, Sino-Soviet
competition for influence in North Korea was not a zero-sum
game.

The DPRK had intimate relations with both the PRe and

the USSR.

But, Pyongyang was seen to have better military and

economic ties with Moscow while maintaining intimate political
relations with Beijing.

On the

other hand,

China has

political and strategic interests in North Korea, while its
interests in South Korea are mainly economic.
economic potential of the ROK,

In spite of the

the PRe still ranked its

relations with the DPRK ahead of the ROK.

Beijing-Pyongyang

relations were regarded as the major concern, while Beijing-
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Seoul

relations

were

the

minor

concern,

although

the

relationship was worth exploring and steadily gained momentum.
By and

large,

China's· overall strategy was to maintain

intimate relations with North Korea and on this premise to
improve unofficial relations with South Korea simultaneously.
However, the possible damage to Sino-North Korean relations
was to be kept at a minimum.

By examining the major speeches and statements of
Chinese leaders in the period of 1984-1989, we find that
China's

Korea

policy

priorities

were

reordered.

The

overarching goal was transformed from strategic to political
interests.

Furthermore, economic interests won unprecedented

importance for the first time since 1949, although these still
fell behind strategic interests in this period.

This was

shown by the fact that Chinese leaders repeatedly emphasized
a need for a peaceful and stable environment favorable to
economic construction and they viewed the overall situation on
the peninsula from a perspective of maintaining stability and
relaxing the tension at the same time.
and

the

official

mass

media

Then, Chinese leaders

deliberately decreased

the

frequency of using the term, "as close as lips and teeth," to
describe Sino-North Korean relations with the emphasis on
strategic interests.

Instead, they frequently stressed their

support for a variety of North Korean proposals aimed at
easing tension on the peninsula as well as the peaceful and
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independent reunification formula, the Federal Republic of
Koryo.

Hence, as long as the current economic priority policy
continues, China's policy
all

probability

not

foreseeable future.

towa~d

undergo

the Korean peninsula will in
significant

change

in

the

In other words, the maintenance of an

overall stable and peaceful situation on the'peninsula is and
will continue to be the backbone of China's Korea policy.
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Epilogue

During the writing of this dissertation, particularly in
the latter half of 1990, a series of dramatic changes occurred
one after another in the international arena and some have
involved peninsular affairs.

These dramatic and unexpected

changes warrant an end note to the present research.

For the first time, the North-South dialogue was elevated
to the premiership level in September 1990.

And in the same

month, the DPRK suddenly expressed willingness to normalize
relations with Japan and carried on negotiations with Japan in
Beij ing in November.

The Gorbachev -Roh Tae-woo San Francisco

summit in June resulted in the announcement of Soviet-South
Korean normalization in October 1990.

China has been pleased with the meeting between the
Korean

premiers

and

the

improvement

of

Tokyo-Pyongyang

relations because these developments are in its political
interests in the Korean peninsula.

When meeting Huang Chang-

yap, the secretary of the WPK, Jiang Zeming indicated that the
North-South premier talks were encouraging.

This would

contribute to relaxing tension on the Korean peninsula and to
the independent and peaceful reunification of Korea.

Jiang

also said that the DPRK's decision to improve relations with
Japan contributes not only to easing tension on the peninsula
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but to the peace of the Asian Pacific area.·

In addition, Li

Peng, in greeting the DPRK Premier Yon Hyong-muk who visited
Beijing in November, pointed out that the stability of the
situation on the Korean peninsula would benefit both North
Korea's and China's economic construction.

Further, DPRK-

Japan normalization was in the interests of the people of both
countries. 2

These changes are favorable for China to implement its
current de facto two-Korea policy.

The trends enabled China

to feel comfortable pursuing economic interests in south
Korea.

This was evidenced by the fact that China and south

Korea signed an agreement to set up a trade office with a
consular function in each other's capital in october in the
wake of the Beijing Asian Games in september.

What is more,

such a favorable international milieu is very likely to help
China move a de facto two-Korea policy to a de jure two-Korea
policy.

1

Remin Ribao (Overseas Edition), November 16, 1990.

2

Renmin Ribao (Overseas Edition), November 24, 1990.
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